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Honors
program hopes
to increase
numbers
Paul Moore, director of
the Honors Program,
hopes to recruit more
students and tenure
track (acuity | Page 3

Iraqi troops
rescue journalist
CBS News journalist
Richard Butler was
recovered after Iraqi
troops raided a Shiite
stronghold in Basra
| Page 8

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

'Dragapella Beautyshop Quartet' to combine singing and satire for campus
Kinsey Sicks hope network news parody will provoke critical thought on blurring of news and entertainment
By Kristen Zenz
Rep
Tour nationally recognized drag
queens will combine a cappella
singing, sharp satire, dancing
and comedic sketches tonight in
the Union as they address serious
Issues affecting society.
University Activities Organization
member Eric Crumrine said he
(hose to invite the Kinsey Sicks to
campus because "|ll| hasn't seen a
lot of things like this before"
It's unique for our lineup," he
said. "UAO is constantly looking
to promote diverse ideas."
In tonight's show, "WAK1 I HI
F@#K UP AMERICA!" the Kinsey
Sicks will host their own morning network news and features
show. The parody will examine
the unsettling blur between news

and entertainment.
They talk about things everyone knows about, and its con
troversial — everyone loves
that," UAO member shelly
Willgreen said.
Willgreen saw the group,
dubbed as America's Favorite
Dragapella Beautyshop Quartet,
perform a 10-minute acl earlier this year al the National

Convention for Campus Activities
and was impressed with their
brict performance,
I he) do everything from putting on a comedy show to singing and dancing to talking about

touchy subjects, she said.
Sophomore (labrielle liepko
also saw the show and said she
enjoyed that I he group could joke
See DRAG | Page 2
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WHAT A DRAG:

Kinsey Sicks, a drag queen tioup. sing a cappella. dance and perform corned' •

Boycotting the
Olympics makes
no sense
Columnist Zach Franks
believes that to boycott
the Olympic games
would be silly and
should be a matter

Inert was no shortage of cookies or
controversy yesterday at the College
Republican's ''Anti-Feminist Bake Side"
The event was met by a crowd of protesters who accused the Republicans
of misrepresenting the facts about
feminism.
As part of Conservative Week,
the College Republicans held their
bake sale on the front steps of the
Education Building, selling cookies, brownies and oilier treats for 50
cents each.
Members of the club also handed out a sheet of quotes, which
they labeled "The Radical Feminist

of athlete choice, not
country | Page 4

What is bold
is not always
popular
Columnist Brian Kutzley
pays a tribute to those
who voice their opinion
or stand to make a
difference, even if
they're not well-received
| Page 4

BG rugby
warriors keep
rolling along

FEMINIST | Page 2

Men's rugby continues
their stellar season by
PHOTOS BYfNOCHWU

trumping University
of Michigan. 47-0. BG
has won 47 of the last
48 matches against the

The free budget ride might be over

Wolverines

Congress asks Iraq to pay more for its rebuilding

| Page 9

By Anne Flaherty
ited Press
WASHINGTON
Iraq's financial free ride may be over.
After the \ears. Republicans
and Democrats seem to have
found common ground on at
least one aspect ofthe war. From
the fiercest foes ofthe war to the
most steadfast Hush support-

If you were in charge
of People on the
Street, what would
you ask?

JENNAHERZBERG
2007 Alumna. Physical Therapy

ers, they ate looking at Iraq's
surging oil income and saying
Baghdad should start picking
up more of the lab. particular!)
for rebuilding hospitals, roads,
power lines and the rest of the
shattered country.
I think the American people
are growing weary not only of
the war. hut they are looking at
why Baghdad can't pay more of
these costs. And the answer is
they can." said Sen. Ben Nelson
of Nebraska.
Nelson, a Democrat, is drafting legislation with Republican

struction dollars to loans instead
of grants.
Their hill also would require
that Baghdad pay for the fuel
used In American troops and
take ova n.s. payments to predominantly Stinni fighters in the
Awakening movement. Plans are
to propose the legislation as pat I
of a war bill to cover spending

before U.S. dollars are spent
These senators, well-known
wai skeptics, could |jnd allies in

through September,
likewise. Sen. Carl Levin, 1)

See IRAQ | Page 2

TESTIFY: Gen David Petraeus. left, testifies on Capitol Hill in Washington on April 9

"New Flacons logo: Love
it or hate it'" | Page 4

USG holds banquet to honor achievements
By KritttnVasH
Reporter

fa m
TODAY
Sunny
High: 58. Low; 57

TOMORROW
Sunny
High: 66. Low: 43

Instead of holding their typical general assembly meeting, Undergraduate Student
Government shed rules and
technicalities for a night of commemoration and fine (lining.
At last night's 2007-2008
Awards Banquet and Dinner,
USG senators were honored for
their past achievements and recognized outstanding senators
for their hard work.
It's great to break from the

Rec
I hough
the
Civil
Bights
Movement is decades past, racism hasn't disappeared.
That was one of several messages shared yesterday during
a presentation by G. Michael

of mistreatment in employment,

PABIO MARTINEZ MONSIVAIS

normal mundane activities of
IIS( I," Ails and Sciences Senator
Tauten Biksacky said. "It gives
USG a more professional feel to
be able to have a dinner celebrating accomplishments.''
After enjoying a dinner
catered by Dining Services,
awards were presented for
adviser of the year, senator of
the year and executive member
ofthe year, among others.
"I have made a difference on
this campus and 1 didn't do it
alone," outgoing USG President
lohnnie L. lewis said to the sen

ators. professors and faculty in
attendance. "I did it with each
and every one of you."
But the night wasn't all food
and fun.
USt; iiiet prior to the awards
banquet in order to elect their
new academic altairs and student welfare chairs, as well as
the trew speaker of the senate.
After facing no competition,
freshman Kevin Bosch was
elected as academic affairs chair
while junior Ion Dinan tookstuSo,. USG Page 2

G. Michael
Payton
Executive Director
of the Ohio Civil
Rights Commission

By Steve Kunklr-r

Payton,
executive
director of the Ohio Civil Bights
Commission.
In his presentation, titled
"Continuing
Civil
Bights
Challenges in Ohio." Payton
used stoi ies from his work as the
slate's top investigative agency

Sen. Susan Collins of Maine and
Democrat Evan Bayh of Indiana
that would restrict future recon-

Mich., chairman of the Armed
Services Committee, said he
wants to add a provision to a
defense policy hill that would
tone the Iraqi government to
spend its own Miiplus in oil revenues to rebuild the country

Presentation focuses
on civil rights struggles
in present-day Ohio

housing and credit, and even a
noose, to explain his points.
Payton began by describing
how his youth in the 1960s provided him with a fierce sense ol

urgency to promote equality,
lie's still working
his agency
investigatesan average of at least
5.000 discrimination charges
each year.
That said, Payton told those
in attendance that affirmative
action is still necessary.
"There is a negative connotation that affirmative action is
giving people something they
don't deserve," he said.
Payton also described what he
called the three dimensions of
life — where we live, where we
work and where we play.

Where a person lives correlates most with his net worth,
he said.
According to Payton, an estimated S90 billion a year is lost
by those who don't have the
financial ability to supervise

their child's academics, move to
another school district or send
them to college
Then. Payton pulled out a rope
tied in the shape ot a noose and

described hovi a noose was hung
in a Columbus .uv.i business.

Other, sometimes celebrated,
symbols demeaning to minori
ties such as the Confederate
flag and the swastika are also
unnecessary, he said.
"It you're German you don't
have to fly a swastika flag to celebrate your culture," Payton said.
I hesesymbols prove that rat
Ism is still alive, he said.
Racial profiling is also widespread. Payton said, and affects
society more than some people
may think
"I'm not talking about thugs
and drug dealers, I'm talking
about innocent people who are
pulled over because ol their
race." Payton said.

Payton continued to describe
situations where black teens
were kicked out of Applebee's
who were accused of dining
and dashing.
According to Payton. despite
the teens offering to paj lot their
meals in advance of eating, they
were refused sen ice.
Situations like this are

kfr VISIT BGNEWS.COM; NEWS, SPORTS. UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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BLOTTER
THURSDAY
12 29 P.M.
A student reported her car was
keyed outside of Harshman

FRIDAY
12:21 A.M.
Andrew Johnson of Emporium. Pa..
was cited (or underage possession
of alcohol.

4:20 A.M.
Craig Williams of Stone Mountain.
Ga. was arrested (or criminal trespassing after twice before being
advised to stay away from campus.

10:04 A.M.
A window was reported broken in
rhe dming area of Pi Kappa Alpha.

SUNDAY
507 A.M.
Seven students were referred to
student discipline after being found
to be drinking alcohol in a room that
wasn't theirs, not cooperating with
officers, and having alcohol in the

8:25 AM.
A student was found to be in possession of a decal that had been
tampered with The student admitted to tampering with the decal to
avoid paying for the second semester parking charge.

4:53 P.M.
David D Hill Jr.. 19. Aaron Frederick
Oliveira. 20. Christian T. Howell. 22.
all of Bowling Green, and Sean W.
Loizou. 19. of Toledo, were cited for
possession of drug paraphernalia.

t

ONLINE: Go to bgne-wcom for the
complete blotter dsl

From Page 1
Agenda."
Some of the quotes Included:
"Alhnenarempists.aiul that's
all they are," saiil by author
Marilyn French.
"The most merciful thing a
large family can do to one of its
infant members is to kill it."said
by Planned Parenthood foamier

Margaret Sanger.
Other quotes compared
marriage to slavery, and life
as a suburban housewife
to life in a concentration
camp.
Junior Emily Diepenbrack,
a member of the College
Republicans who helped
plan the event, said these
quotes were meant to demonstrate the extreme lengths
of radical feminism.
"Radical feminist|s| don't
support traditional family
structure," Diepenbrack said,
differentiating between mainstream feminism and more
radical movements. "Also they
hate men."
DiepenbracksaidtheCollege
Republicans were protesting
the kind ol feminists who they
say are opposed to any woman
choosing to stay home and
raise a family.
But those who came to
protest against the bake sale
said the College Republicans
were maligning the overall
feminist movement.
"These quotes are taken
out of context," said graduate student Emily Hilleren,
one of the first protesters to
arrive. "They've taken quotes
from first and second-wave
feminists and provided no
date, time or context."
Hilleren said the College
Republicans were trying tocreatea false image of feminists as
being against any woman who
chooses to stay home. In actuality, Hilleren said feminism

is about supporting a woman's choice to do whatever she
wants with her life.
Other protesters said the
College Republicans were reinforcing old stereotypes.
"They stuck in the 1960s
mentality of bra burning feminist," junior lessica Kopp said.
The protestors came out
with signs that said, "Antifeminist is half-baked sale,"
and "Feminism is about
choice." They handed out
free candy to people passing by. saying, "Feminism: it
tastes better,"
But lamie Napolski,
another member of the
College Republicans who
organized the event, said
that she supported mainstream feminism.
"I like to vote and have a
job," Napolski said. "But don't
criticize me if I choose to stay
home."
The protestors — who
eventually outnumbered
the College Republicans
— made some headway and
convinced the Republicans
to change their sign from
"Anti-Feminist Bake Sale"
to "Anti-Radical Crazyleminist Bake Sale."
"We felt we should add it,"
said freshman Ryan Coyle,
a member of the College
Republicans. "We're not trying to go crazy and cause
a war."
But Mark Ingles, the
outgoing president of the
College Democrats who
was at the event, said the
College Republicans knew
they were going to cause
controversy.
"They're attention grabbers
— no doubt about it," Ingles
said. "I think it hurts their
cause more than it helps."
When the event was over
t he protestors and t he Col lege
Republicans parted, and the
Republicans had raised about
SI9 for the Yellow Ribbon
Foundation.

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com

Student Housing

meccabg.com
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around about topics people get
feisty over.
Inan essence, the Kinsey Sicks are
calling for action. Crumrinc said
"They raise interesting political
points, but it's not as threatening
and more fun," Crumrine said.
The Kinsey Sicks was formed
by Ben Schatz and Irwin Keller
in 1993 after they left their
careers as lawyers and AIDS
activists. Schatz and Keller are
joined by actors Jeff Manabat
and Charles Romaine.
"It'sareallycoolstory/'Willgreen
said of the group's formation.
Because they quit their professional jobs and found their passion somewhere else, their work
is more meaningful, she said.
This passion for entertainment
has earned them national praise.
Since 1999, the group has
been nominated for more
than II awards. This year, the
Manhattan Association of Clubs
& Cabarets has nominated the
Kinsey Sicks as the best comedy'improv group. The group
has also been nominated for outStanding comic group in the New
York Nightlife Awards.
In addition, Billboard magazine has been quoted saying the
Kinsey Sicks are "one of the more
uniquely original (and thoroughly fun and entertaining)
acts [they] haw encountered in
years ... rich four-part harmony
... hilarious... this is one act that
should not be missed, either in
person or on CD."
The Kinsey Sicks have recorded five Cl )s and filmed their first
feature movie, "Kinsey Sicks: I
Wanna Be a Republican."
People who haven't seen the
group perform live or online
should expect to come across a
hysterical show that will leave
them laughing for hours afterward. Itepko said.
" Ihe show was completely amusing, but with serious talent," she
said. "They have awesome voices."
Immediately after the show,
the quartet members will shed
their drag and makeup and reappear in street clothes to answer
audience questions.
"It'll be interesting to see them
in normal street clothes," said
Willgrecn, who has only seen the
muscular men in their dresses.
The Kinsey Sicks will perform
tonight at B p.m. in room 228 of
the Onion. Admission is free and
anvone can attend.

reminiscent to segregation
in the United States' past, he
said.
"You still see things today
which remind us of a time
when we were on the back
porch waiting to be served,"
Payton said.
Payton also discussed
current Ohio Civil Rights
Commission cases.
Among Ihe current cases
waiting to go to trial is a lawsuit by 20 black families in
Zanesville that didn't have
running water while every
white family in the area had
water.
Situations such as this show
that without the involvement
of everyone, other minorities could face similar issues,
Payton said.
"Today it's a black family,
tomorrow it could be a lewish
family or a gay family," he said.
Payton ended his speech by
explaining his own definition
of inclusion.
"Inclusion is not casting
qualifications to the wind to
have someone different on
campus. It's allowing people to
have the experience of others
cultures," Payton said.
Some of the people in attendance believed the presentation delivered new information
and reinforced their passion
for equality.
This was true for alumnus Matt Boa/, who said
that while much has been
attained through civil rights,
there is much more which
could be done.
"The struggle for everyone's
civil rights is still a struggle,
but it's still worth working for,"
Boaz said.
Darlene Sweeny-Newbcrn,
the Toledo regional director for the Ohio Civil Rights
Commission, agreed that there
is still a lot of work to do in creating an equal society.
She said Payton's speech
reminded attendees about
regional concerns.
"It really raised the level of
consciousness about what is
going on in Ohio as well as
America," Sweeny-Newbern
said.
The event was co-sponsored
by the Office of Kquily and
Diversity and the Office of the
F.xecutive Vice President.

lawmakers who support Bush's
current Iraq policies. In hearings
last week, Joseph Lieberman, IConn., asked Defense Secretary
Robert fates whether Baghdad
should start paying some U.S.
combat costs, and Lindsey
Graham, R-S.C, raised the possibility that an anticipated Iraqi
budget surplus this year could be
used to help Afghanistan, whose
$700 million in annual revenue
represents a small fraction of
Iraq's $46.8 billion budget
Bush has suggested that
Congress is preaching to the
choir. last week, he noted that
Baghdad's latest budget would
outspend the U.S. by more than
10 to one on Iraq reconstruction, with American funding for
large-scale projects "approaching zero."
"Ultimately, we expect Iraq to
shoulder the full burden of these
costs," he said.
But lawmakers are dubious.
Considering that past predictions on Iraq have fallen short,
the legislation would ensure Iraq
assumes more of Ihe financial
burden, they say.
On the surface, it looks as
though the U.S. has about split
the costs of rebuilding efforts
with the Iraqis: Congress has
appropriated about $47.5 billion since 2003 while the Iraqis
have budgeted $50.6 billion.
International contributions have
totaled $15.8 billion.
And, as Bush pointed out,
Iraq's latest budget is on track
to outspend the U.S. when it
comes to rebuilding. Baghdad
has devoted $13.4 billion in
2008 for capital expenses,
more than a quarter of its $48.6
billion budget.
However, there is a key difference: Whereas the U.S. has
spent most of the money it has
approved. Iraq hasn't, according to the watchdog agency that
audits reconstruction efforts,
hi 2006 and 2007, for example.
Iraq spent only $2.9 billion of its
designated $163 billion capital
budget, which is used to invest in
reconstruction projects.
Bush administration and
military officials say the lack of
spending isn't sinister.
"Part of it's a lack of expertise.
Pan of it is a lack of trained people. And part of it, in the past, has
probably been politics." Ciatcs
told Congress last week.

tion, and there is no task that I
will say 'no' to."
Similarly, after running
against Senator
Melinda
Grooms for the position of
speaker, junior Eric Young won
the nomination and plans on
putting his heart and soul into
filling outgoing Speaker leremy
Lehman's shoes.
Young plans on holding
senators more accountable
for reports and issues, as well
as serve as the main liaison
between the executive branch
and the senate.
"It requires a lot of dedication,
and it's not something you run

for just for the title," Young said.
"If you put a lot of dedication into
the position like I plan on doing,
it will be rewarding."
And though the student government is looking forward to
next year's issues and debates,
they still enjoyed spending
the evening reflecting on past
accomplishments.
"I can't pinpoint a date, but at
some point we went from having silent meetings to heated
debates." Biksacky said. "We
had ideas and discussed them
instead of just approving everything (hat came through — that
made all the difference."

From Page 1

USG
From Page 1

dent welfare chair.
Although Bosch did not plan
on taking the position, he said
he would step up and fill the
shoes of the former chair-head
l.iesl Dye.
"I'm not afraid to ask the tough
questions," Bosch said. "There's
no such thing as a stupid ques-

IRAQ

Extra Meal Plan??
Spend it YOUR way
Get what YOU want

PLACE A BULK ORDER, it's easy!

We want to
hear from you!
We want to know what you expected when you
chose BGSU and what your experience as a student
has been. Your opinion counts, so we'd like you to
complete and return a brief online survey being
emailed to all undergraduates.

: Just simply:

This survey will help us to better understand your
feelings about opportunities at BGSU, and assist in
determining how we can make BGSU a better place
for all students.

1. E-mail udsch@bgsu.edu (Chily's), udst@bgsu.edu (Temptations) or
udsf@bgsu.edu (Kravings) & give product(s) requested, amount, date of
pick-up, and contact info

Confidentiality will be ensured for all responses to
this survey, and each participant may enter into a
drawing to win one of ten $50 Bookstore Gift Cards.
Look for the survey link in your email:
http://psych.bgsu.edu/valueofcollegesurvey.htm

OR
2. Stop in to Chily's, Temptations and Kravings & ask an employee to assist you
with a bulk order

We hope that you will take this opportunity to
allow your voice to be heard, and we look
forward to your participation!

BGSU

•Order by Friday, April 25th to help ensure receiving items requested.
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University hopes to enroll more
students to the Honors Program
By Kyle Reynolds

"We can give them

Reporter

DEBBIE NODA I MCI

SHOOTING POOL: Terry Dalrymple and daughter Michelle. 18. play pool in their backyard patio in Modesto. California. Michelle and her
parents will deliver 5S0 special wheelchairs to disabled people in the Philippines.

Family finds deeper faith after
a bullet changes teen's life
BySu.-Nowicki

MCT

"I used to be short and

MODESTO,Calif —The petite
giiilntheModestoIunlorCoUege
music-appreciation class looks
like everyone else In the auditorium—wearing blue jeans and
sneakers, taking notes, exchanging grills with a friend.
Then the dismissal bell
rings and she pulls a nearby
wheelchair up to her seat so it
is facing her. She almost falls
because it's tough trying to turn.
180 degrees when your legs are
paralyzed. Hut her determination and upper body strength
save her at the last minute, and
Michelle Dalrymple is rolling
out the door, looking up to chat
with a classmate.
The 18-year-old does a lot of
looking up these da) B, ever since
the bizarre accident thai left a
bullet lodged in her spine.
"It's given me a completely
different perspective on life."
she said. "1 used to he short and
looked up to people, but now I'm
really short. I know what it's like
to lose a lot. I know what's it like
to not know il you're going to live
or die. It scares you. Then after
everything happened, it made
me value life more."
The "everything" that happened was the day in August
2005 when she was a Modesto,
Calif., beauty college student

looked up to people, but
now I'm really short."
Michelle Dalrymple | Modesto

between her junior and senior
years al Big valley Christian
High School. She was learning
how to be a hairstylist to help
pay for college.
"I thought it would he a fun
job." she said.
The students were on a
break and silting in a circle
talking about their weekend
plans. Another student, Mick

Rubalcava, had come back
inside from a smoking break
and sat in a chair behind
Michelle. Rubalcava, a 2.1-yearold off-duty security officer,
had a 9 mm handgun in bis
backpack. The gun discharged
when he put the pack on the
floor; the bullet went through
Michelle's plastic chair, hit her
backbone and traveled up along
it, severing her spinal cord.
Rubalcava pleaded guilty to
one felony and two misdemeanors i n t he case a nd was sentenced
to 270 days. With credits for good
behavior and jail overcrowding,
he served about six months in
the county jail in 2007.

Unless a miracle occurs,
Michelle will spend the rest
of her life as a paraplegic. She
believes in the message of
l:.aster, believes she'll walk again
in heaven. But in a split-second,
her earthly life changed totally.
GROWING DC
Michelle is the youngest of three children in the
Dalrymple family. Her dad,
Terry, and mom. leannie, were
missionaries in the Philippines
when Michelle was born.
Terry now is the international
coordinator with Modestobased l.ifeVVind International,
a nonprofit organization
that helps communities in
impoverished countries.
Michelle's mom is a registered
nurse at Doctors Medical (tenter.
Tim, Michelle's 24-year-old
brother, is on staff at Big Valley
Grace Community Church. Her
sister, Karen, 21, works in the
banking industry in Modesto.
Talk to any of them and a pic
tore of an energetic Michelle
emerges.
"Being the youngest, she was
always the scrapper," recalled
leannie. "We called her the
ITiergizer bunny."
That early love of activity continued into her teens. She jogged
regularly and played volleyball
and basketball at Big valley
Christian High School. She also
loved soccer.

RECENTLY REMODELED
334 N. Main St
iBWKlMrTaSfW?!*

an educational

The BCiSU Honors Program
hopes to more than douhle its
enrollment next year.
Currently there are about
900 Students in the Honors
Program but program director Paul Moore said would like
to see that number increase to
around 2,000 students.
Moore wants more students on campus who meet
the requirements to get into
the program.
"We can give them an educational experience for high achieving Students," Moore said.
Christie Collins, secretary and
future president of the Honors
Student Association, doesn't
think upperclassmen realize that
they can get involved with the
I lonors Program later in college.
"I think a lot of students don't
know they can still get involved
because a lot of the courses are
more geared towards freshmen. "Collins said.
POr students on campus,
a 3.5 CiPA and a letter of recommendation from a RGSU
faculty member are needed to
join the program.
Applying for the Honors
Program lakes less effort once
a student is at BCiSU than trying to apply while still in high
school, Moore said.
"It's much easier here to

get into the Honors Program
because we don't require as
many letters of recommendation." Moore said.
For a freshman entering the
University, they need at least
a 27 on their ACT, a 3.5 GPA
in high school, demonstration
of co-curricula! activities and
letters of recommendation to
enter the program, he said.
Cu rrent ly, t here a re no tenu re
track faculty members in the
Honors Program, Moore said,
and he hopes to recruit them.
Currently, the chair of a given
department simply assigns a
professor to an honors course.
Moore said the Honors
Program does have some power
in course requirements but
would like more.
Moore also would like a
mentoring system in place for
the Honors Program, in which
a new student in the Honors
Program would be paired up
with an upper-classmen and a
faculty member.
A junior or senior would be
able to help the new students find

GET A LIFE

5 4 p.m.
Quiz Bowl

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

experience for high
achieving students."
Paul Moore | Director

I

Arts and Sciences Honors
& Awards Banquet

208 Union

202 Union

Some events taken from events bgsuedu

II mi 1pm.
GSS Shanklin Presentations
201Union

"8p.m
Beer Tastin : Animal Beers

Black Swamp

extra-curricular activities on campus and meet people within the
I lonors Program, Moore said.
A faculty member could
help new students with critical thinking and speaking skills
that they will need in college.
Freshman Jesse Coder,
thinks the mentoring program
will help integrate new students
into the program.
"It sounds like it could work
pretty well and would help new
students out," Coder said.
Moore also wants better advising for students in pre-professional programs, such as prelaw and
pre-med, to be more consistent
so they are following the correct
path lor thO.eir desired career
"We want to develop advising so it's not just a checklist
but recommend co-eurricular
activities for their career goals
and aspirations," Moore said.
There are no fees are associated with being in the Honors
Program and events held by the
group are open to all students.
I lowever, there a re lees for living in the I lonors community in
1 larshman or Offenhauer and a
SIS fee for beinga member of the
I lonors Student Association.
The SI5 fee for the Honors
Student Association includes
admission to all of the organization's events, which this year
included attending the Broadway
show The lion King" in Toledo,
various trips and social events,

9
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£ insey Sicks- Americas
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Union Multi Purpose Room

Referral Award Bonuses!!! • Request Maintenance Online! • High Speed Internet

YOUR TICKET
TO A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE!
WINTHROP & SUMMIT TERRACE

m

COMING SOON: BY AUGUST 2008

Kitchen Cabinets w/built
in Dishwasher, and microwaves

STOP BY AND SEE US
Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd. Hours: M thru Th. 8-6, Fri 8-5
Sat. 10-2 & Sun 12-3
419-352-9135
wintluop@gcnknich.com
NO APPOINTMENTS NECESSARY!!!

2 Pools!!! • Private Shuttle to & from Campus! • Furnished or Unfurnished Units Available

Close to Downtown
Starting at
$775/mo + utilities
CALL FOR DETAILS
419-352-0717

3 Bedroom Apartments
Plus large 3 bedroom basement unit
2 Full Bath • Microwave
Dishwasher • Garbage Disposal
Furnished • Laundry on Site
Plenty of Parking

www.greenbriarrentals.com
:.

WOOSTER

BOWLING

GREEN,

OH

43402

CTAMI1I>IVSCMlls tll(1 Apathetic Student
Syndrome Prevention Conference
On Tuesday, April 15, STAND will be holding its second annual conference. This
year the focus will be humanitarian efforts by other students, faculty, and YOU! Come hear
engaging speakers tell what they've done to improve the world and what you can do as well.

Darfur 101: Intro to Genocide
11:00 (Union 208) Dr. Englehart discusses the genocide in Darfur

A BG Students Life as a Relief Worker
1:00 (Union 208) BG student Martina's relief work in Ghana camp

APA's Quiz Show
2:45 (Union 208) APA's interactive quiz about Africa with prizes!

Lessons (NOT) Learned from Rwanda
4:00 (Union 208) Dr. Bell shares his experiences with Rwanda genocide
Impact of war on Public Health
7:30 (Overman 123) Dr. Fallon's work provide war victims care

Average College Student vs. Genocide
9:00 (Overman 123) STAND discusses what you can do to help
Question*?
Email: cnaiali«tbK*u.edii

NEED A PAPER DONE FAST?

FORUM

"My wife says, 1 always know when you're going over there because you have a big smile on your face.''
- Larry Weiss, retired associate vice president and new Falcon baseball public address announcer [see story, p. 9]

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
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If you were in charge of People on the Street, what would you ask?

"Why are BG alumni

"Do you have any

'Which Spears

"Are you gonna be

so cute?"

summer plans?"

sister do you think is

out of a job this

trashier?"

summer, like me?"

f\
K?

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion (or

AMANDA MURRAY.
2007 Alumna. Physical
Therapy

MATTLENAHAN.
Junior. Sport Management

STEPHANIE SEIH.
Freshman. Middle
Childhood Education

BRIAN CANCIAN,
Sophomore. Marketing

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com

Don't boycott Olympic Games A tribute to the truly courageous
"Those who question definitions of
"America considering dropping out of the
m \
1

v

Z4CH
FRANKS
COLUMNIST

i

As you read this, nil across the
world sweat is falling like rain
upon gymnasium floors, blood is
trickling down legs running on a
track and tears are rolling down
checks as a testament to pain.
This may be something many
have never experienced, but
those who have know why it's all
worth it in the end.
Of course I'm talking about
athletes, but to be more specific,
I'm referring directly to the men
and women gearing up to compete in the Summer Olympics, if

they get the chance.
Most of the Americans preparing to compete have been
training and conditioning for
years. For some, it may be their
last chance to lake a place upon
the podium and have their hard
work and dedication recognized
on the world's largest stage.
The Olympics are the purest of competitions, where
athletes compete not for corporate sponsors, paychecks and
bonuses, bill for pride, recognition and respect.
This is not only for themselves,
but for their country.
Cheaters arc completely
stripped of their symbol of pride,
as they should be, and the honest
go down in history as the best in
DM world.
But I think the greatest
accomplishment that the
Olympics provide is the erasing
of society's divisions.
The only race is the one that
occurs on a track The only class
is the weight you're wrestling in.
The only language is your body
language. Every culture meshes

'equality' and justice' are slandered as
advocates of inequality and injustice. But

games as an attempt to thumb our nose at
China is nothing short of silly."
into one village to set aside differences and focus on their common interest
Why in the world would our
government want to take this
opportunity from these men
and women who have spent so
much time and effort preparing
and hanging their dreams on
this chance?
I agree that libel deserves to
have the freedom they plead for. I
also think it is so admirable in the
way they refuse to use violence to
achieve their goals.
But America considering
dropping out of the games as an
attempt to thumb our nose at
China is nothing short of silly.
I'll view any government no
different than that of China if
they restrain athletes from competing. Nothing makes sense
about restricting the freedom
of our athletes as an attempt to
teach any country a lesson about
freedom. In short, the idea is
completely asinine.
The games have nothing to do
with government and everything
lo do with respect for the competition and finding a common
ground Uirough all the muck and
mire of everyday life.
For God's sake, we participated in the Olympic Games
under fascist Germany and the
eye of Hitler.
Why? Because I believe that
back then our government
understood that the freedom to
either participate or protest was
up to the athlete.
To infringe upon those rights
is a slap in the face to the basic
idea of what this one-time
colony overcame to prove: None

CHECK THIS OUT!
Do you love to write? Are you opinionated?

Then The BG News wants you!
We're looking for columnists to write for next year's Forum section.
No journalism experience required — all you need is an open mind and a
desire to talk about important campus issues.

these questions are terribly valid."

other than life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness. To ignore
the rights guaranteed to our own
citizens is a mockery of what we
would be protesting.
If an athlete feels the need to
protest what he or she feels by
not participating in the Olympics,
good for them, and I admire'
their willingness to give up dieir
dreams to raise awareness for
another's cause.
What I don't agree with is forcing American citizens to stay
home against their will. What
do we prove when we sink to
the same level of those we are
opposing and what we are supposed to be protesting? The
answer is nothing.
For one, even if the U.S. does
boycott the Summer Games,
China will know America will
be there to kiss and make up as
soon as the games commence.
Left face it; the Chinese are part
of the workforce American corporations need and depend on.
They know, and we know it.
Secondly, boycotting the
Olympic Games has never
really proved anything. It's just
like taking your ball and going
home because you aren't getting your way.
Furthermore, at a time when
we really need to quit policing
the world and focus on what
is already on our plate. Ihe last
thing we need to do is make
waves with a force such as China.
So by all means, support freedom for Tibet, but don't support
a boycott of the Olympic Games.
It is one of the last pure interactions left between nations in a
world with so much brutality,
hatred and fear.
We should use this occasion to
celebrate that there is still some
ability to come together in the
spirit of sportsmanship.
Find another way to help Tibet
raise awareness for its plight.
Start looking where your goods
are made at and make a sacrifice
of your own before asking others
to sacrifice their dreams.

During my time in Bowling
Green I've been repeatedly
informed that my convictions
are abusive to hold and easy to
express. Those who represent
my political and philosophical
opposition are told by these
same arbiters that their expressions are a practice in heroism.
While it is somewhat amiss
to write a column commending
— even circuitously — myself,
this judgment must be
challenged.
Is it heroic to side with prevailing views?
Whether the opinion is valid
is irrelevant for die moment; my
point is simply that no courage
is required on this campus of
any movement involving the
words "equality" or "progress."
On die reverse side, each column I submit to The BG News is
a case study in endurance.
I stand by every word I have
written in the last two semesters. I believe in the causes I
champion and the challenges
I issue. And I know thai the
instant my words are published,
my writing, my beliefs and my
very person will be assaulted,
sometimes threatened and
inevitably ridiculed.
Every incidence in which I
have been accused of utilizing demographic privilege in
order lo safely and effortlessly
espouse "dominant" views is
— in beautiful irony — an articulate statement to die contrary,
proof that my expressions are
neidier safe nor effortless.
I would like, therefore, to
pay tribute to individuals and
organizations whose genuinely
heroic efforts on campus are
met with scorn and hatred.
First up has to be the
College Republicans (full disclosure: from August 2006 to

WEVEG0TABL0G!
Check out Forum columnists,
unhinged and online,
reasoned and ranting:
bgnewsforum.blogspot.com

— Respond to Zach at
tlienews@bgiieuis.com.

Interested? E-mail thenews@bgnews.com for more information.

December 2007,1 and an individual also garnering public
hatred, Daniel I ipian. spearheaded this organization).
The membership of College
Republicans never exceeds
more than about 30 individuals, and normally is whittled
down to half that by year's end.
Yet they succeed in being one
of the most iconic, controversial and courageous organizations on campus.
When planning events, the
group is confronted with the
inevitable "offensiveness factor" — "can we actually afford
lo express an opinion on BG's
campus?" As a natural evolution, we protect our members
more viciously than a newspaper protects its reporters, and to
this day no one is truly the wiser
as to which member actually
planned the notorious "Catch
an Illegal Immigrant Day."
That aside, the College
Republicans, in the last few
semesters, has succeeded
in making headlines on an
almost weekly basis and
packing the Union's Grand
Ballroom to capacity — twice
— regardless of student and
faculty sentiment.
My next tribute is to Sam
Kettingerand the stalwart
supporters of Falcons for life.
While I am not personally a prolifer, I must bring to light Sam's
and his predecessors' valiancy.
If the opposition to College
Republicans is combative,
Falcons for life faces a verifiable
militia.
Despite this opposition, and
very nearly being wiped out
when ihey were denied status
by the University. Falcons for
life has succeeded admirably
in protesting abortion-friendly
policies on campus, including
successfully crushing the mandatory abortion coverage in the
University-sponsored health
insurance program.
Regardless of my opinion,
it takes a singularly heroic
individual and organization lo
weather thai storm of furious
opposition.

Of course the only suitable
tribute to follow Falcons for
Life must be the local religious
organizations.
While organizations like
Creed, H20 or ACT do not face
the singular fury unleashed on
conservative groups, they are
engaged in a constant, almost
lacil struggle for distinction.
Between defamations by
comparison to hellfirc-andbrimslone evangelists (an
unfortunate Union staple! and
general skepticism by even
I Iniversity faculty, the immense
value of religious organizations
is constantly challenged.
True to their faith, however,
these organizations face assailants with patience, grace, and
humility — which, from the perspective of one not-so-gracious
columnist, demonstrates quite
eloquently who's right and who's
wrong in this standoff.
Finally, my thanks and support to the individual: That one
individual who takes on the
entire class in order to stand
up for what he or she believes
in. Those who demand of the
progressives to know what,
precisely, they are progressing
towards and why are labeled as
patriarchs, reactionaries and
inevitably compared to Hitler.
Those who question
definitions of "equality" and
"justice" are slandered as
advocates of inequality and
injustice. But these questions
are terribly valid. As a former
progressive I remember the
leaf-in-the-wind phenomenon of cultural progressivism.
Regardless of whether 1 agree
or disagree with a specific sentiment, I maintain that these
organizations and individuals, not the exhibitionists and
revolutionaries whose views are
in precise alignment with the
bulk of our campus, arc the true
bastion of courage. I hereby
recognize and thank them for
their valor.

es in the first place.
Colleges should be filled
with people who yearn to learn
and can behave responsibly.
Anyone who attends college for
any other reason should think
twice about dieir choice and not
blame the institution for whatever trouble they get into.
— Kris Rosendale
Instructor. Mathematics

uncomfortable so sexual assault
is not needed.
The University is in favor of
getting a better education, and
it is not made for sexual assault,
rape or any kind of hurting There
are polices and other security
people on campus to help make
the University safe and sound.
The victims of the assault
should stand up for what they
believe in and should fight for
their rights of freedom.
—La Vise Weaver
Sophomore, Tlieatre

— Respond to Brian at
llieneuis@bgnews.com.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
To cut drinking, look to
schools - and beyond
This letter is in response lo
Greg Chick's column about
student drinking ("Univ. needs
to curb dangerous drinking,"
April 14|. While I agree that
the University administration
should be concerned, so should
every other social institution
and individual in this country.
Mr. Chick has echoed what
has become the "norm" for
many people: Blaming someone
else for their own bad behavior.
All institutions, schools in
particular, are merely composed
of the people that society brings
to them. Yet, people expect these
institutions to magically erase
whatever individual and societal
flaws they inherit from their
members — without, I might

add, the authority and proper
resources to do so.
Take secondary schools, for
example. Students who misbehave there often get away with it
for years.
Why? Because teachers do
not have any authority to correct such misbehavior without
facing harassment or abuse
charges. (Take the recent case

of Ihe student suing his teacher
for ear damage when the
teacher tried to wake him during class.) Blaming the student
or the parents would be politically incorrect and might harm
public relations.
Why don't we just blame all
schools, both secondary and
higher education, for all of
society's woes? That would be

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews<i>bgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union Information
Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West HaH.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

THE BG NEWS
LISA HALVERSTADT, EDITOR IN CHIEF

much easier lhan individuals
taking responsibility for their
own actions.
Does Mr. Chick blame schools
r for the current crime rate in the
' U.S.? How about the poor in the
world who do not have enough
to eat?
I'm not saying that schools
have no blame, but they have no
more than anyone else.
In fact, I might even blame
our business schools for some of
the unethical behavior found in,
for instance, the former Enron
executives. Schools did respond
to this by adding more courses
in ethics.
And, getting back lo his point
about the University, I guess he
hasn't heard about Alcohol Edu.
Ask any freshman about this.
It's just sad that a college
would have to create such cours-

DAVE HERRERA, SENIOR EDITOR

I jusl wanted to say I think
that sexual assault is a very big
issue, and that it is really good
that someone wanted to write
about it.
People need to realize that this
world is crazy and that people
need to focus on being safe. It is
not really good to feel unsafe and

FORUM. IN VIDEO FORM
We don t just write. See our
columnists like never before:
in person! (sort of)
youtu6c.com/theb9ncws

The BG News Submission Policy

CANDICE JONES. SENIOR EDITOR
KELLY DAY. CAMPUS EDITOR
TIM SAMPSON. CITY EDITOR
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Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

Talking about assault
remains important

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 300
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area

BRIAN SZABELSKl WEB EDITOR
KRISTENMOONEY.COPY CHIEF
CHRIS VOLOSCHUK. SPORTS EDITOR
ADDIECURUS. PULSE EDITOR
CHJaSTYJOHNSORSPECW. SECTIONS EDITOR
ENOCH WU. PHOTO EDITOR

GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus ot the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions pet
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
primed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewsQbgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted rolurnis and letters .at his
or her discretion.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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Landfills growing as coal
plants try for cleaner air
CONESV1LI.K, Ohio (API - The
state has approved two landfills
and is considering another four
to bury millions of tons of ash
and sludge produced at coalfired power plants.
When Ohio's coal-based
power plants updated their
environmental
safeguards
to comply with federal rules,
they reduced pollution coming from smokestacks. But they
also kept more pollution on the
ground so. instead of billowing
into the air, more of the waster
is carted away from the plants
in dump trucks.
"It's obviously another problem with coal,'' said Sandy
Buchanan, director of Ohio
Citizen Action and critic of
American l-lectric Power's plans
for a new coal plant in Meigs

County in southeast Ohio.
"You end up with all this ash
and sludge with coal that you
don't have with other kinds of
power."
Near AEP's existing plant in
eastern Ohio's Conesville, a convoy of dump trucks moves the
black ash and dried gray sludge
to a new landfill. Columbusbased Al-P, I'irstF.nergy and
other Ohio utilities have built
similar landfills to accommodate these millions of tons of
sludge and ash.
"It's part of the whole process. You have the scrubber
on one end and a landfill on
the other," said Mark Durbin, a
FirstEnergy spokesman.
The new landfills are lined
with synthetic materials and
clay to keep the waste from

4

CHARUERIEDtllAPPHOIO

By Mary Beth L.inc
The Columbus Dispatch

CIlliSIIIRK, Ohio — This village crouched beneath the
belching smokestacks of a coalfired power plant didn't vanish
when American Tier trie Powei
bought out most of its residents
and bulldozed their homes.
Instead, the community along
the Ohio River moved north and
west, expanding its boundaries by
annexing land and ixxiplc from
ncighlxiring Cheshire Township.
Now, six years after the
Columbus-based energy company announced the novel
town buyout, on April Hi, 2002,
Cheshire lives on, and so does
its big neighbor.
"We are trying to keep the
ullage going, and it is going."
said Mayor jim Kile, among the

lew who refused the buyout in
the village85 miles southeast of
Columbus.
AEP's Gen. lames M. Gavin
plant continues to generate
electricity by burning coal, billowing smoke high into the air.
(Complaints about pollution and
a blue plume of sulfuric-acid
mist — unleashed, ironically, by
the plant's anti-pollution equipment—prompted the company
to pay villagers to move.
They received upto.'i 1 /2 times
the value of their properties in
the Gallia County community.
In exchange, they signed away
their right to sue the company
for health problems.
The old village, settled in the
late 18th century and incorporated in 1953, had 221 residents.
Most were bought out, and
nianv have died.

state Environmental Protection
Agency approved a site that
would take as much as 1.6 million tons of sludge each year.
"It has to go somewhere,"
Durbin said.
A 200!) rule from the U.S. EPA
required a 57 percent cut ill sulfur dioxide emissions and a 61
percent cut in nitrogen oxide
emissions by 2015.

8 7
1 4

GARITELD HEIGHTS. Ohio (AP)
— A shopping mall built on a
dump has explosive levels of
methane gas in sewer basins
with the potential to blow off
manhole covers.
City View is the first major
commercial development in
Ohio to be built atop a landfill
and. at its 2006 opening, was
hilled by the builders as an engineering marvel.
Eire I.t. Dave McKee, who oversees the City View Center plaza
for the Cleveland suburb, said
an explosion wouldn't endanger
people in stores and restaurants,
but he's concerned nonetheless.
"The stores are safe on the
inside, but we don't want anything happeningon the outside,"
McKee said.
The gas buildup is just one
of at least 20 violations cited

by the Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency. The agency
has asked the Ohio attorney
general's office to file a lawsuit accusing the owners of the
development of not correcting
problems fast enough.
According to OhioEPA records,
a paving machine ignited a small
methane fire four months ago.
with flames rising through the
grate of a parking lot drain near
an Applehee's restaurant. The
fire was extinguished and no
one was hurt.
The EPA says water containing dangerous substances continues to leak from the old dump
into storm sewers, which empty
into nearby streams and the
Cuyahoga River.
"Theseare not normal things
that should be experienced at
a shopping center," Ohio EPA
spokesman Mike Settles said.
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To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
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the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve.

Explosive levels of gas under
Cleveland-area shopping center

Village lives on after power
company's buyout in 2002
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COAL FIRED PLANTS: Sunflower Electric Cooperatives coal-fired power plant churns out
electricity Thursday. Feb 1.2007 in Holcomb. Kan Kansas Gov Kathleen Sebelius vetoed a
bill allowing two additional coal-fired power plants at the location.
groundwater. Companies still
monitor the groundwater for
toxic metals that can be in the
waste and might seep into the
water supply.
The state already has
approved plans to build two
landfills and is considering at least four more. Near
FirstEnergy's plant in lefferson
County in eastern Ohio, the
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Mission focused.
www.BordeTPatrol.gov

A Call to Serve.

2008
Registration begins for:
March 17
March 19
March 25
April 1
April 8
April 14
April 18

Graduate Students
Non-Degree Graduate Students
Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen
Guest Students

Don't miss out! See your advisor now!
Pre-Major Advising and UPAS
Arts & Sciences
Business Administration
Education & Human Development
Health & Human Services
Musical Arts
Technology
Firelands

101 University Hall

372-8943

205 Administration Building

372-2015

371 Business Administration Building

372-2747

365 Education Building

372-7372

102 Health Center

372-8242

1031 Moore Musical Arts Building

372-2181

102 Technology Building

372-7581

101 West Building

372-0676

For you, keeping our borders secure and
protecting our country is priority number one.
Your drive, commitment and strength runs
deep. To feed the tire inside of you, join us for the
U.S. Border Patrol Buckeye Blitz in
the following cities:
Akron • Cincinnati • Cleveland
Columbus • Dayton
Toledo • Ynungstown
<-m

opportunity to:
• Meet with recruiters
• Go online and apply for the position
• Get information about the fully-paid
,
training academy
/ • Take a "Pretest' to determine your
strengths and weaknesses
• Learn the best way to prepare for the',
exam
• Find out how you can potentially make
S70.000 to $75,000 after |ust 3 \
Are you mission focused? Then ma.
your mission to check out the Buckeye Blitz.
Attending this event is open to anyone, but
before applying, you must be:
• A U.S. Citizen and resident lor the
past 3 years
• Between the ages of 18-39
• Able to pass a background investigation

Register using My.BGSU.edll
--■'

To find your exact registration day and time, go to the
Office of Registration and Records website at

www.bgsu.edu/offices/registrar

■

-

■■-■
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U.S. Customs and
Border Protection

Buckeye Blitz
Saturday, April 19, 2008 • 9 am - 5 pm

BGSU.

Office of Registration and Records
Phone 419-372-4444

Toledo Riverfront Hotel • 2 Seagate/Summit Street, Toledo, OH 43604
If unable to attend, apply online at www.BorderPatrol.gov. Recruiting Code: OHIO
For more information, call 1-877-277-9527
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Delta, Northwest airlines to announce
combination deal, pilot issues still linger

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Medical care system not ready for
aging baby boomers, study says

By H.rry R.W.b«r
By Randolph E. Schmid

The Associated Press

The Associated Press

ATLANTA — Northwest pilots
have threatened to oppose a
combination with Delta if the
decision-makers don't keep the
pilots' interests in mind. That
may not be enough to stop the
carriers from pushing ahead
with a deal.
Officials were mobilizing, for
an announcement as early as
today provided the hoards of
the two companies give final
approval to a deal that would
create the world's biggest airline,
three people familiar with the
talks said Sunday.
Pilol contract issues still
loomed and there was no guarantee the deal would move
ahead, said the people, who
spoke on condition ol anonymits because ol the sensitivity ol
thi'situation.
The boards of both companies have been having ongoing
merger-related conversations.
They could meet yesterday to
discuss moving ahead with a
deal, a person familiar with the
talks said.

TEDSVMRMN
PLANE CRAZY: A Delta Airlines |et is pulled into position at left next to aircraft operated
by Northwest Airlines at Sea-Tac International Airport.

Northwest pilot union leaders met Sunday in Minnesota.
Afterward, they issued a memo
to rank-and-file pilots saying
they will oppose any merger
that does not keep the interests of Northwest pilots "at the
forefront of the decision-making process."
I he union leaders said any
combination must involve
"fair and equitable seniority

list integration."
It was increasingly likely the
two airlines would proceed
without a prearranged seniority
integration agreement between
their pilots unions, so the main
issue that remained was whether
Delta pilots were willing to make
changes to their contract to give
Delta more flexibility after a
combination, one of the people
familiar with the talks said.

WASHINGTON — Millions
of baby boomers are about
to enter a health care system
for seniors that not only isn't
ready for them, but may even
discourage them from getting
quality care.
"We face an impending crisis
as the growing number of older
patients, who are living longer with more complex health
needs, increasingly outpaces
the number of health care providers with the knowledge and
skills to care for them capably,"
said John W. Howe, professor of
health policy and management
at Columbia University.
Rowe headed an Institute
of Medicine committee that
released a report yesterday on
the health care outlook for the
78 million baby boomers about
to begin turning 65.
The report from the institute, an arm of the National
Academy of Sciences, said:
•There aren't enough specialists in geriatric medicine.

"We know the
problem and we

know how to
begin to fix it."
Jennie Chin Hansen | AARP

•Insufficient training is available.
•The specialists that do exist
are underpaid.
•Medicare fails to provide for
team care that many elderly
patients need.
The study said Medicare
may even hinder seniors from
getting the best care because
of its low reimbursement rates,
a focus on treating short-term
health problems rather than
managing chronic conditions
and lack of coverage for preventive services or for health
care providers' time spent
collaborating with a patient's
ot bet providers.
The American Medical
Association responded that
seniors' access to Medicare in

coming years "is threatened by
looming Medicare physician
payment cuts."
"This July, the government will begin steep cuts in
Medicare physician payments,
and (SO percent of physicians say
this cut will force them to limit
the number of new Medicare
patients they can treat," the
AMA said in a statement.
AAlil! the organization for
older Americans, said the
report highlights the growing
need for immediate action to
improve and strengthen the
health care and long-term care
work force.
"We know the problem, and
we know how to begin to fix
it," said MRP President-1-lect

Jennie Chin Hansen.
The group said it is endorsing
a bill by Sens. Senators Barbara
Boxer, D-Calif. and Susan
Collins, R-Maine. intended to
steer caregivcrs towards geriatric and long-term care roles,
and create an advisory panel
to analyze this critical sector
anil make recommendations to
tackle its changing needs.

On eve of visit, religious leaders and others say Benedict understands US culture
ByRach.lZoll
The Associated Press

NEW YORK — A theologian
recalls the then-cardinal's deep

understanding of Protestantism.
A former U.S. ambassador to the
Vatican was impressed by his
interest in all things American.
Those who have met Pope
Benedict XVI say the nation
should expect a man who knows
and admires much about the
U.S.. but also sees a culture in

need of moral guidance.
Benedict arrives late today for
a six-day visit to Wash i ngton and
New York filled with high-profile
events. He will meet President

Bush at the WhiteHouse, address
leaders in Roman Catholic higher education, speak at the UN.,
visit ground zero and hold two

stadium Masses before leaving
Sunday night.
It will be the first papal visit
by Benedict since he was elected in 2005. However, the formei (lardinal loseph Ratzinger
— who will celebrate a birthday and the anniversary of his
election to the papacy while in
the U.S. — traveled to America
five times during his many
years as the Vatican's doctrinal watchdog.
The Rev. David Wells, a theologian at Gordon-Conwell
I beological Seminary, a prominent evangelical school outside
Boston, met Ratzinger years ago
at a conference.
During a coffee break, the
Roman Catholic cardinal
picked up on a point Wells had
made, launching into a detailed

discussion of the "Institutes
of the Christian Religion," the
seminal theological book by
lohn Calvin and a key work on
the Reformation.
"I was very impressed by the
wide range of his knowledge,
his lucidity and the grasp of the
issues, both historical and contemporary," Wells said.
Benedict, a former theology
professor, has made ecumenical outreach a cornerstone of his
papacy, although he has upset
some Protestants by affirming that the Catholic Church
is the only "true" church. The
pope is holding a prayer service
with Protestant and Orthodox
Christian leaders Friday night at
a Manhattan parish.
Ray Flynn, the former Boston
mayor who served as U.S.

ambassador to the Vatican from
1993 to 1997. recalled Ratzinger
walking by a newsstand outside
St, Peter's Square where Flynn
was looking at papers. Ratzinger
stoppedanddiscussed American
current events with ITynn for
nearly 20 minutes.
"I was just amazed by his level
of curiosity and awareness about
all that was taking place in the
U.S.," Flynn said. "He kept using
the phrase, the generosity of the
United States.'"
Flynn is among those hosting
a birthday party for Benedict
on tomorrow night, his Hist
birthday, in Washington. It's
not clear whether the pope will
attend. The party is among several events related to the visit
that aren't on Benedict's official itinerary.

PISR PAOLO CITO
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HOLY HELLO: Pope Benedict XVI waves as he is driven through the crowd during his
weekly general audience m St Peter's Square.
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Rising prices hinder working poor
By Alfred Lubtano

MCT
PHILADELPHIA — Twentyfive dollars. That's all Sandra
Walerski can spend In
the Save-a-Lot today for a
week's worth of groceries.
Walerski, 47, who lives in
Trainer, Pa., travels over the
Pennsylvania line to shop in
tax-free Delaware — part of a
mighty fight to keep her family of six afloat as the hard-time
economy grows wide and deep.
Food and gas prices soar
while the dollar weakens and
employers shed johs. People like
Walerski are among the worst
casualties — a rising numher of
working poor, generally defined
as families with one or more
workers making no more than
twice the poverty level.
Being working poor is like living in another America, a lesser
country where you go to a job,
pay bills — do everything right
and still teeter perilously close
to the edge.

MICHAEL S WIRTZ

'H US NEWS

JUST GETTING BY: Susan Walerski. 46
of Trainer, purchases J24.05 in groceries in a
Wilmington. Delaware grocery store.

"Working poor is what I am,"
says Walerski, who possesses
a broad, smiling face and a
fighter's demeanor. "There
are lots of us, and we look like
everyone rise.
Some weeks, Walerski spends
asmuchasS'l.r). But overall, her
precious dollars seem to buy
less while her four kids are eating more.

I ler carpenter husband works
diligently to pay the mortgage
on the family's cramped house,
down the street from a refinery.
But there isn't enough.
Meanwhile, a growing tumor
in Walerski's brain, as yet unbiopsied, prevents her from being
employed. She used to put in T>0
hottrsaweek.jugglingaday-care
job with telephone-survey work.
She prays that the cancer that
resulted in surgery to remove
her breasts does not return.
As she places 3-year-old
Gianna in the shopping cart,
Walerski scans Save-a-Lot's
specials with a practiced eye,
using the calculus of a woman
compelled to do without.
She will hunt bargains in a
store that has practically no
familiar brand names and
whose cashiers never ask,
"Paper or plastic?" because no
grocery bags are offered.
In her head whenever she
shops, Walerski tries to balance limited income with endless debt.
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Harry Potter author J.K. Rowling says
encyclopedia is 'wholesale theft' of her work
By Larry Neumeistcr
The Associated Press

NEWYORK—|.K. Rowlingtestified before a packed courtroom
in a lawsuit to block publication
of a Harry Potter lexicon, telling
a judge that the hook amounts
to a "wholesale theft" of nearly
20 years of her hard work.
"We all know I've made
enough money. That's absolutely not why I'm here,"
Howling told the judge in U.S.
District Court.
The British author sued
Michigan-based RDK Books
last year to stop publication
of Steven Vander Ark's "Harry
Potter Lexicon," claiming copyright infringement. Vander Ark
runs the popular Harry Potter
Lexicon Web site, and RDR
wants to publish a print version
of the site and charge S24.95.
Rowling claims the book is

nothing more than a rearrangement of her own material and told the judge it copied
so much of her work that it
amounted to plagiarism.
"I think it's atrocious. I think
it's sloppy. I think there's very
little research," she testified
yesterday. "This book con
stitutes wholesale theft of 17
years of my hard work."
Shealso said she has recently
started work on her own encyclopedia but does not expect
to complete it for two to three
years because she wants to do
it right.
RDR's lawyer, Anthony
Falzone, has defended the
lexicon as a reference guide,
calling it a legitimate effort
"to organize and discuss Uncomplicated and very elaborate world of Harry Potter."
The small publisher is not
contesting that the lexicon

LOUIS IANZANO
TESTIFY: J.K Rowling dinvos 31
Manhattan federal court yesterday in Ne>.
York Rowling will testify on the first day
of her trial against a publisher. Rowling
says her copyrights are being violated by a
fan who plans to publish a "Harry Potter"
encyclopedia

infringes upon Rowlings
copyright but argues that it is
a fair use allowable by law for
reference books.

Children seized in polygamist sect raid moved
to larger shelter after mothers' complaints
By Jennifer Dobner

The Associated Press
s.\\ .WCIIt). Texas State offi
rials moved IH> children seized
in a raid on a West Texas polygamist compound to a new shelter
yesterday alter some mothers
complained to the governor about
conditions that were' making the
children sick.
Rows of white buses filled with
children who belong to the renegade Mormon sect that is believed
to practice polygamy with under
age giris were seen leaving historic
li>n (fencho, where they had been
held Since being taken from their
ranch earlier this month.
Mothers of some of the (Mil
dren wrote to Gov. Rick Pern' this
weekend, saying the children
were getting sick in the crowded
conditions. The children were
taken from the shelter earlier this
month on suspicion that they
wen.' being physically and sexu-

'OMmiWMMtallliniftMw

Across from ALDI
POIYGAMISI RETREAT
POLYGAMIST RETREAT: In this undated image taken by a cell phone camera and
obtained by the Deseret Morning News, women and children from the Yearning For Zion
(YFZ) ranch sleep in one of the makeshift shelters where they are being temporarily housed
in San Anqelo Texas.

ally abused by older members of
polygamist group.
Mark'igliMeisner.aspokesivoman for slate Children's Protective

Services, said Perry's office had
been in touch with (-1*S and the
children were being moved, but

she declined to give further details.
I-ariier yesterday, a court began
laying the groundwork to sort out
the custody arrangements for the
hundreds of children seized from
the Fundamentalist Church of
lesus Christ of latter Day Saints

I Central & King 3115 King Rd
41M42W3
iMaurm
532 litres Ave 419493-7242
IPerrysburg 25998 N Due Hwy 4194730911
IWooMe
3725 Williston FM 419498-1863
Ivania
5832 Monroe St 4194324994

Fremonl ©
WestToltdo
North Towne
South Toledo
franklin Part

1925 W State St
2779 W Central
222WAJeis
750 S Reynolds
5022 Monroe Si

419-332-3261
41M79-7010
419476-7121
419-535-3033
4194754671

Holland
7'7- O'lhardCmr 419461-19191
Truck I Farm
532»rasAve 419491-79731
Bowling Green 999 S Main Si 419-352-57881
Monroe, Michigan'936 NTeiegrapr 8004944009^
VISIT US ON THE WEB a tlwwoman com

We've got your next place!
Summer Rentals Available May 17, 2008 to August 9, 2008
EFFICIENCIES
451 THURSTIN AVENUE
Across the street from Offenhauer.
Furnished efficiency apartments with full bath
Assigned parking and laundry in the building
One Person Occupancy Only.
School Year - S39S.00 per month
One Year - S370.00 per month

PETS ALLOWED
with a S300.00 nonrefundable pet
deposit at these buildings:
403 High Street
802 Sixth Street
831 Seventh Street
640 Eighth Street
841 Eighth Street
725 Ninth Street
733. 755, 777 Manville

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates shown for One Person Occupancy. Two Person Rates Available.

*H*^

r>M$

bookstore
AVAILABLE IN JUNE!

Show Your Talent & Your Spirit!
• Design the Official Fan T-Shirt for 2008-2009 BGSU Athletics •

THE

NEWS

along with BGSU Ubieties
,uul tile llniversitV liniikMiitr
spirit I shin design contest!
I he winning design
will serve as the Official IK.SI)
Student & Fan r-shtrt for 2008 09
BGSIJ Athletics, and will be
available at university Bookstore
beginning in luiie!

605 SECOND STREET

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE

Unfurnished, One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year-S395 00 per month.
One year - S350.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - S385.00 per month.
One year - S350.00 per month.

707-727 THIRD STREET

720 SECOND STREET

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - S395.00 per month.
One year - S350.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unlurn One Bdrm. One Bath.
School year - S41000 per month.
One year - $360.00 per month

725 NINTH STREET- Pets Allowed!

810-815 FOURTH STREET

Unfurnished, One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year ■ S455.00 per month.
One year - $390.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - S435 00 per month.
One year - S370.00 per month.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates shown for Two Person Occupancy. One to Three Person Rates Available.
505 CLOUGH STREET- Behind Kinko's.

649 SIXTH or 707 SIXTH STREET

Furn Or Unfurn. One Bath S Extra Vanity.
School year - S630.00 per month.
One year - $530.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. Two Bdrm, One Bath S Hall Vanity
School year • $565.00 per month.
One year - $475.00 per month.

402 HIGH STREET

835 FOURTH STREET

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - S590.00 per month.
One year - $490.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. Two bedrooms.
School year • S590.00 per month.
One year - $490 00 per month.

701 FOURTH STREET

840-850 SIXTH STREET

Furn Or Unfurn. One Bath W/ Vanity in Bdrms.
School year - $620.00 per month.
One year - $520.00 per month.

Furn. Or Un'urn. Two full baths.
School year - $650 00 per month.
One year • S540.00 per month

810 FIFTH or 818 SEVENTH STREET

831 SEVENTH STREET

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Hall Vanity
School year - $565.00 per month.
One year - S475.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Hall Vanity
School year - S560.0O per month.
One year • $485.00 per month.

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE

FOREST APARTMENT Napoleon
at S. College.

Unfurnished. 1" baths, dishwasher.
School year - $630.00 per month.
One year - $530.00 per month.

Open lo all BGSU

students enrolled
through Fall 2008
Semtester. Complete,
\
contest details and
A
downloadable logo files
available on the contest
headquarters page
al B( JSUFALCONS.COM
ENTRY DEADLINE:
Sunday, \prll20,2008at 11:

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Hall Vanity
School year - S555.0O per month
One year - $475.00 per month.

WE STILL HAVE A SELECTION OF HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR 2008-2009

STUDENT

Tee Shirt

Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.

-,-JOHN

NEWLOVE
1R.etd Estate, *)«£-.

319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
(Located Across From Taco Belli
Rental Office 419-354-2260
Hours Mon. - Fri. 8:30-5:30
Sat 8:30-5:00
www |ohnnewloverealestate.cdm

WORLD
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Olympic torch makes its way through
ancient Muscat amid tight security in Oman
By Zrin.i K.n.im
The Associate
MUSCAT.Oman
rheOlympic
torch made its waj through the
steep streets nl the Oinani capital yesterday on t he In ief Middle
Eastern leg ol a 20-nation tour
thai has been marked l>\ chaos
and protests.
Men in traditional Arab white
robes, with daggers tucked in their
belts, danced to the beat of drums
before the torch was lit by Muscat
governor SayyedAIMutassim bin
HamoudAI Busaidy
MuSCatS festive mood was in
sharp contrast to protests that
have marred the torch relay in

other countries. Officials here said
any attempt to disrupt the parade
would he dealt with severely
"It's a great honor to have the
torch in Oman,' llahili Macki,
vice chairman ol the Oman

Olympic Committee, saidahead
of the opening ceremony.
Hundreds of people lined
the streets to watch the torch

descend from the bean ol hill)
Muscat and pass tourist altrac
lions such as the Sullans Palace

before winding along the edge

HASAN JAMAH

OLYMPICS: Omarii Nasser Daiwish carries the Olympic torch through the streets of
)man. yesterday Violent protests against China's human rights record marred
several earlier legs of the torch relay, winch spans five continents

ol the Persian Gulf.
I In/ens of policemen were

deployed along the torch
route, when' streets were
closed off and parking was
banned. An army helicopter
howled overhead.

Macki said Oman was chosen for the relay because of the
"excellent relationship that goes
back a long way between ()man
and China and the strong economic ties that hind us."
Oman, a Muslim coun-

One & Two
Bedroom Apartments

quote of the day...

MUSADEQ SADEQ

117 N. MAIN ST.
1 BdrmOne Bath
Above Downtown Businesses
#1,2.3,4,7.8,10 Available In August
$370.00 Per Month

"Hell a little present
tor Angela. I think she s
going to like it. Cause
I Ion nil it outside Vance
Refrigeration all alone.
And I told her in the
note, that the cat came
to find her. That they
were destined to be
together... I got game."
- Andy Bernard

',!> PHOTO

RED CROSS: An Afghan child Shahiddullah talks with his father detained at US military base in
Bagram through a video conferencing system at the International Committee of the Red Cross.

Red Cross urges military
to allow outside evidence
in Afghan hearings
By Fisnik Abrathi
The Associated Press

ended yesterday.
"Ihey do not know what the
future brings, how long will they he
there and under which conditions
will they be released," kcllenlyerger
told a news conference
While Kellenberger's comments were aimed specifically at
Bagram, lied Cross chief spokesman I lorian Wcstphal said there
was "a strong parallel" with the
U.S. military detention centers in
Iraq and (iiiaiiiananio Bay, Cuba.
"We've talked about the
absence of a clear legal framework and of sufficient procedural safeguards with regard lo
Guantanamo, in particular, as we
have done for Bagram." Westphal
said iii Geneva
In Iraq, the U.S. military currently holds about 23,000 detain

KABUL, Afghanistan — The Keel
Cross criticized the way the U.S.
handles prisoners al the highly
secretive llagram military base,
urging reforms yesterday thai
would allow detainees to introduce testimony in their defense.
The criticism of the prison,
which few outsiders have seen,
goes to the heart of the system
the Bush administration uses lo
justify holding detainees outside
the U.S.
lakoh Kellenherger, president
of the International Committee
of the Red Cross, said many

of the 600-plus detainees at

GREAT RATES
507 E MERRY:
2 Bdrm One Bath
All Electric
Free Water S Sewer
$535.00 Per Month
Twelve Month Lease

try at the southern end of the
Arabian peninsula with a
booming tourism industry,
has strong economic ties with
China, a major importer of its
oil. Demonstrations or protests
are virtually unheard of in this
tightly controlled sultanate.
The Olympic flame, which
began its worldwide six-continent trek from ancient Olympia
in Greece on March 24. has
been the focus of protests over
China's human rights record
with major chaos and disruptions during its stops In Paris.
London and San 1 rancisco.
The turmoil over the torch
relay and the growing international criticism of China's
policies on Tibet and Darfur
have turned the lieijing games
— which begin Aug. 8 — into
one of the most contentious in
recent history.
However,
the
relays in
Argentina and Tanzania were
largely peaceful and without
major incidents.
The torch next heads to
[stamabad. Pakistan, where officials said that they had changed
the route of the relay.

Bagram complain they do not
even know why they are being
held, kellenherger spent a half
day at the prison during a oneweek visit to Afghanistan thai

ees and schedules review hearings ever) six months to decide
on release or continued custody.

British journalist for CBS
ews rescued in Basra
By Kim Gamel
The Associated Press
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ESTABLISHED IN CHARLESTON. H
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IN 1983 TO AM) TO STUDENTS GPA
AND GENERAL DATING ABILITY.

J°*Ar>

OK. SO MY SU8S &EAUY AKN'T GOIWMET AMD
wf'M NOT FKUCH tma. MY SUBS JUST TASTI

A

inn! trrrts. rntrt

ALU I WUITO TO

CALL IT JIMMY JOHN* TASTY SANDWICHES, BUT
MY MOM TOLD ME TO STIO WTH GOUBMET
SW THINKS MUTEVtC I DO IS SOICMET, BUT
I DONT THINK EITHEB Of US KNOWS WHAT IT
MEANS. SO LETS STICK WITH TASTY!

fr~tf&I*P«M>'« CREATES?,

8" SUB SANDWICHES
•II if My tasty sib laaawicaes ire I fill I inches at
homemade French biead. flesh veggies and the finest
Meats £ cheese I can huy! lid it it mailers ti you
«e slice everything fresh everyday in this stare, light
here where yea can see it. (He mystery Meat here!)

#1 PEPE®
leal applewaad snehed han aid pieielene cheese
jamished wiiti let net. tomato, aid mayo.

Corporate Headquarters Champaign II

My club sandwiches have twice the neat and cheese, try it
on my Irish baked thick sliced 1 grain bread or ny famous
homemade Irincb bread!

PLAIN SLIMS11*
tny Sab minus the veggies and sauce
SLIM I

Ham t cheese

#2 BIG JOHN®

SLIM 2 laastleet

Medina rue chaice least heel, tipped with

SLIM 3 Tua salad

yummy Maya, lattice, aid tomato

SLIM 4 turkey hieast

*l TOTALLY TUNA®

SLIM 5 Salami, capicota. cheese
SLIM 6 Double provolone

Fiesh housemade tuna. Miiad with celery, enians.
aid an tasty saace. thai tapped with alfalfa spiaats.
cicaMher. lettuce, aid tomato. (My mna rocks' I

#4 TURKEY TOM*

Low Carh Lettuce Wrap

Fresh sliced tarkey breast, tapped with lettuce,
Same ingredients and price if the

#5 VITO*
The original Italian sih with gena salami, piaiolene.
capicila. aaiaa. lettace. tomato, t a real tasty Italian
liiaigratte. (lit peppeis hy request)

$

Layers el pinakwe cheese sepaiated by real
ancado spiead. allalta spr HIS. sliced cucumber.
lettuce, tomato, aed aura, (truly a punnet sub net
lot Tegetariaes aely
peace dude!)

sub or club without the bread.

YOUR CATERING
SOLUTION!!!
DtLIVEII ORDERS will include a delivery
charge ef 35c pei item <,/-iic).
* * * * JIMMYJ0HNS.COM * * * *

• SIDE ITEMS •
SI.29/S1.49

* Ciait chocolate chip ai oatmeal raisin coohie... SI.51
* leal petata chips ar jaabo hishei dill pickle...

SO 99

* [<tra load ol meat

$1.41

* titia cheese ai eitia avocado spiead

SO 99

« Hoi Peppeis

$0.41

FKCEBIES ISUBS S CLUBS ONLY)
Onion, lettuce, allalta spiaats. tomato. Maya, sliced
cucumber. Oijen nastaid. ail 1 viaegar. and oiegan.

THE JJ.
GARGANTUAN
This sandwich was invented by
Jimmy John's brother Hiiev. Ifs huge
enough to feed the hungriest ol all
humans! Tons of genoa salami, sliced
smoked ham. capicola. roast beel.
turkey & provolone. jammed into
one ol our homemade French buns
(hen smothered with onions, mayo.
lettuce, tomato. & our homemade
Italian dressing.

1616 E. WOOSTER

Salahuddin province, the military
said Ai least i.ti.i-i members of the
American military have died since
the war siarted in March 2003.
Butler, 47. was thin but in good
condition and laughing as he was
shown on Iraqi state television.

BUCKEYE
SELF - STORAGE

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB
leal genoa salami. Italian capicola. smoked han.
and provolone cheese all topped with lettuce, tomato,
onion, mayo, and our homemade Italian vinaigiette.
(Ill hav'ta atdei hot peppeis. jist ash!)

#10 HUNTER'S CLUB41
#11 COUNTRY CLUB*J

Near Campus
Low Rates
Open 24 Hours
Clean

,-

7111 JI MM l Jinn S llltcmsi tIC

Storage-

Many Sizes
Call Today lo
Reserve Unit

#12 BEACH CLUB'" ®

352-1520

Fresh baked turkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, sprouts, lettuce, tomato, and
mayo) (It's the real deal, and it ain't even California.)

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB
loast beel. turkey hieast. lattice, tomato, i mayo.
ti Imeiican classic, certainly not invented by J.J. bat
deliiitely tweaked aid fine-tuned to perlectiei!

#15 CLUB TUNA*
Tke same as our ff 3 Totally Tuna except this one has
a lot more. Fresh housemade tuna salad, provolone.
sprouts, cucumber, lettuce. & tomato.

f

www.buckeyeinnandsludios com

Only a few houses left

#16 CLUB LULU*

CALL
TODAY!

fresh sliced turkey bieast. hacoo. lettuce, tomato
i mayo. (JJ s aiiginal turkey £ bacon club)

419.352.7200

1740 East Woostei Stceel
Bowling Gieen. OH 43402

special Offer

AMINITIES: washer/dryer,
microwave, gas log fireplace,
2 car garage, walk in closets,
large yard

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S""
• HIS. rill. 1101. (101

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

(I veiy tiaditional. yet always eiceptiaoal classic!)

5 WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK S
BOWLING GREEN

It came on a day in which tit
least 37 people were killed or
found dead nationwide — half of
them in bombings near or in the
northwestern city ol Mosul.
Roadside bombings killed two
U.S. soldiers, one in Baghdad
and the other in the northern

n BILLY CLUB

Double provolone, real avocado spread, sliced
cucumber, alfalfa sprouts, lettuce, tomato. & mayo.
(Try it on my /grain whole wheat bread. This veggie
sandwich is world class!)

lacaa. lettuce, tomato. I mayo.
(The only better III is mama sill)

southeast of Baghdad

FREEDOM AGAIN: This video image
taken from AI Iragrya TV shows freed British
journalist Richard Butler yesterday in Iraq

Choice roast heel, smoked ham. provolone cheese,
lijon mustard, lettuce, tomato, & mayo.

fiesh sliced turkey breast, applewood smoked him.
provolone. aid tons it lettuce, tomato, aid mayo!

IOX LUNCHES. Pill J IRS. PAR JUS! I

j.j.e.L.T.1"

* JidaPip

#7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB
I full 1/4 pond of real applewood smoked bam.
provolone cheese, lettuce, tomato. & real mayo!

I full 1/4 pound of fresh sliced medium rare
roast boel. provolone. lettuce, tomato. & mayo.

tomato, allalfa spiaats. aad Maya, (the original)

*6 VEGETARIAN

GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES

BAGHDAD — Iraqi troops freed
a kidnapped British journalist for
( BS News uslerdav alter finding
him hooded and hound in a house
during a raid in a Shiite militia
stronghold in Basra.
Richard Butler's rescue after
two months in captivity was a
welcome success story for the
Iraqi military, which has been
strongly criticized for its effort to
impose order on Iraq's secondlargest city, an oil hub 340 miles

<T2v

GREENBRIAR, INC.
(419)332-0717

111 IICHIS IISIIVID >I festive He ti(M ti Hilt Hy Him Cii.res
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SIDELINES

Tennis team
splits
weekend
match-ups
By Nat* Parson*
Reporter

GOLF
Immelman is the
latest golfer to
make Woods a
runner-up
After winning the Masters
Sunday. Trevor Immelman
joined last year's winner.
Zach Johnson, as the second
straight golfer to make Tiger
Woods finish second.
Page.10

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog to get
updates and info on all your
favorite BG teams.
http://www.bgnewssports.
blogspot.com

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Baseball:
vs. Tiffin; 3 p.m.

ETHAN MAGOC

BATTER UP: New Steller Field PA announcer Larry Weiss reads off a lineup during a recent Falcons home game.
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Calling their shots

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1997—Baseball honors
Jackie Robinson by retiring
the No. 42 for all teams.
1991—Magic Johnson sets
the NBA record for career
assists with 9,898.
1965-The NFL changes
the penalty flag color from
white to yellow.
1910—Taft becomes the
first president to throw out
the first pitch at a
baseball game.

The List
Every playoff team seems
to have a really good coach
leading it. Today, we're listing
the top five candidates for
Coach of the Year in

the NBA.
1. Byron Scott: He's
led the Hornets from a
cellar-dweller to one of the
best teams in the league.

2. Stan Van Gundy:
Orlando has blossomed into
a serious contender under his
watch this season.

New baseball PA voice enjoying his job at Steller Field
By Ethan Mtgoc
Reporter

"No doubt about it.
It sounds like he's

Hans attending Falcon baseball
games at Warren E. Steller field
worked at Major
this year can hear a new voice
reading lineups over the loudLeague parks with
speakers.
Bui behind die standard "Now
that voice. He's
balling for your Bowling Green
Falcons..." is a profound voice
very professional
of caring for this University's
heritage. Thai voice belongs to
and really good at
63-year-old Larry Weiss, who
was recently hired lo be the pubwhat he does up
lic address announcer at every
home baseball game this season.
there for us."
Weiss, a native of Canton, Ohio,
actually attended BGSU from Danny Schmitz | BG baseball coach
1963-67. He earned a degree in
journalism with a specializa- a successful campaign lo build
tion in public relations, but also the Mileti Alumni Center, Weiss
enjoyed classes in TV, radio, and became the alumni director
himself. He spent the next 27
film production.
Upon graduation, he landed a years in various positions within
job with a firm in Toledo for a few the Alumni Office, and in 2000
years, and then moved on to the moved to administration under
PR department with a tire busi- Dr. Sidney Ribeau.
All of these positions enabled
ness in Akron.
In September 1973, 10 years Weiss to travel around the counafter he arrived at BG as a stu- try, especially to Washington
dent, he received a call from the DC as a representative of BGSU.
alumni director at the time, ask- This past fall, he stepped down
ing him if he would be interested as associate vice president, making it exactly 40 years since he
in returning to work here.
"1 said to him then what other graduated as a Falcon.
But Weiss' service continues.
alumnis have said to me since,"
President Ribeau requested
Weiss said, "That those were the
best four years of my life, and I
would love to come back."
See WEISS | Page 10
Five years later, after leading

3. Maurice Cheeks:

ETHAN MAGOC I THE 60 NEWS

BEEN AROUND: Larry Weiss has been connected lo BG since he attended in 1965

The BG tennis learn closed out
the road porlion of its schedule
over the weekend with a win
at Ball State and a loss at then-,
Mid-American Conference-:
leading Miami.
The Falcons defeated BSU. 61, on Saturday after losing to
Mil, 6-1, the day before.
With ihe loss, BG (15-3, 4-3)
is knocked out of the running
for Ihe MAC regular season
crown. MU (12-6, 6-1) was
also knocked oul of ihe running after it losl to Western
Michigan, who clinched its
fourth consecutive MAC regular season title.
The Falcons once again
took an early lead in both
matches by winning five of
the six doubles matches over'
the weekend.
The Falcons swept all three :
matches against BSU and look '
2-of-3 from MU.
Against the Cardinals, the
duos of Kelsey lakupcin/
Christine Chiricosta and
Andrea Volle/|ennaNussbaum
both won, 8-4, at the first and ,
second flights, respectively.
Ubby Harrison stepped in for
Sam Kintzel, who is out with
an injured foot, and learned '
together with Katia Babina to
win, 8-6, at the third flight.
"Libby really stepped up toj
ihe plate and played well," saidS
coach Penny Dean. "Kaliaj
played very well, too, and made£
the adjustment of playing withj
a new partner."
Harrison was excited
about stepping in and helping the team.
"Being able to step up whenj
I'm needed is a great feeling?"
for me, and I know everybody!?
else appreciates it becauscv
they can count on me when as
situation like that comes upjj
she said.
"It's just a really good feel?
ing to be able to step it up fob
my team and help them wing
the match."
Volle/Nussbaum
and!
Harrison/Babina also won, 8-4Jj
and 8-6. respectively, againsC;
the RedHawks the day before. ?
While the Falcons won the5
doubles point in both match]
es, the difference came In
singles action. BG won 5-of-6i
singles matches — all in twdS
sets — against the Cardinals!
after losing all six against the*
RedHawks.
lakupcin beat BSU's Sophie;
Quist, 7-5.6-1, at the top flighty
while Chiricosta and Babina^
each lost only two games orv
iheirwaytoasecond and third;
flight win. respectively.
Voile lost only five games!
in her fifth-flight win, while?
Harrison won by identfl
cal scores of 6-3 at the sixth;
flight against Katherine*
Risl lo record her first MAO;
singles dual-match urunv
•

See TENNIS | Page 10

Philadelphia has been one of
the NBAs best teams over
the past month-and-a-half.

Ruggers rough up Michigan over weekend I

4. Eddie Jordan: Hes
underrated as coach of the
Wizards, who are in the

"That game was a methodical dissection of

By Jason Jones
Reporter

playoffs despite losing Gilbert

a team whose offense is very familiar to us.

Arenas for such a long time.

5. Rick Adelman: His
Rockets won 20 games in a
row this season - many of
them coming with Yao
Ming injured.

UAISSSUH an
ON THE MOVE: Btyce Pitney, a prop on the BG rugby team, attempts to maneuver past several Michigan defenders during Saturday's 470 win

Theyearwas 1982 when Michigan
captain Daw Perpich got the better ofBowiingGieen captain Roger
Mazzarella. The Midwest regional
final game of that season went to
Michigan, by way a 44-12 victory
for the Blue and Yellow.
Now fast forward 26 years to
Saturday, where the Falcons, now
coached by Mazzarella, trounced
the Wolverines 47-0, giving them
their 47th win over Michigan in
their last 48 tries.
While Perpich may have found
a way to get his Wolverines into
the win column before anyone
playing in this game was bom. he
couldn't even manage to gel them
into the end zone on this day.
"That game was a methodical
d issection of a team whose often se
is very familiar to us," Mazzarella

I

They had a great run early in the game, all o
that effort only netted them seven yards."
Roger Mazzarella | BG rugby coach

said. 'They had a great run eaily
in the game, but all of that effort
only netted them seven yards."
It was a typical Midwestern
spring game for the Falcons on
Saturday, with a mix of rain, sleet
and, at one point, even some snow,
hitting the players dead on, no
matter the direction they ran.
Mazzarella stated that he made
the decision early in the game to
rein in his offensive scheme, in
an attempt lo avoid fumbles and
to give his forwards a chance to
run more.
That, and everything else the

Falcons threw at the Wolverine!
walked to perfection. Nick Vivian
as expected, led the way, scorini
22 of the Falcons' 47 toial point
including several kicks that wen
made incredibly difficult bo
the gusting winds. Eric Nulti
made the initial, and go ahead]
score, early, and Nick Viviani'
brother Mark scored soon .ihe
Nick added tries to each score, a:
well as a penalty kick in between]
and the Fakrons jumped out to
SeeRU6BY|Pagel0
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mmelman one of few to leave Woods in second
By Doug Ferguson
The Associated Press
•YlK.DSTA. Ga
They were
together in die Buder Cabin, then
on the putting given fur the trophy presentation, both times Zacfa
Joliiison ln-lpinn lrc\i)r fnnnrlm.iii
get his aims Into a green jacket at
the Masters.
They now Ix'longto an exclusive

Bub
Not just because thev have
access in the ii|)stairs locker room
at Augusta National where only
Champions are allowed. Not just
because the) will break bread — or
wfialever limni'linan puts on die
menu - the Tuesday night before
pexl year's tournament. And not
Because lohnsun and Iminclman
have an invitation for life to play in

the Masters.
both turned Tiger Woods into a

runner-up.
Il was only the fifth lime in

I", majors that Wbods was been
awardeil the silver medal, and the

second straight year at Augusta
"What does ii take? Pan of that
was just ignorance," (ohnsonsaid
I ie was more worried about a
bnitally hard goll course than am
name on the leaderboard. even il
one of those names was Woods.
lohnson beard the gmund-ratlling roar from the 13th and knew
Woods bad made eagle but he
never looked at a leaderboard until
be sicxxl on the 16th lee, Then, he
made birdie from 12 feet and hung
on fora two-shot victory
T just play my game and hopefully make some putts, "he said
That kind of thinkingalsn worked
tor Immelnian.
Even though Woods started
the final round six shots behind,
Immelnian knew the worlds No, I
player would lx' around at the end.
The South African looked shaky on
the Ilth, when be faced a sVppery
20-footcr for par, and on the 12th,
when a tee shot into the pine straw
behind the green requited two
chips to reach the green.
both limes he sink clutch putts
- one lor par. one for bogey.
"Obviously it's just so damn difficult." Immelnian said. "I knew he
was going to play well. The guy is

M0RRYGASH I AP PHOTO

ELITE COMPANY: New Masters champion Trevor Immelman (right) and last year's champion. Zach Johnson (lelt). smile for the cameras

"Obviously, it's just so damn difficult. I knew
he was going to play well. The guy
is probably going to end up being the
greatest golfer of all time, so I knew he
was going to make a run. And I was
just trying to be strong."
Trevor Immelman 12008 Masters champion
probably going to end up being the
greatest golfer of all time, so I knew
he was going to make a run. And I
was just living lo be strong. I was
just Irving to play my own game,
and I was hoping that it was going
to be good enough."
It is easy to find failure when
measuring Woods' back nine at the
Masters the last two years.
When he was chasing lohnson
last year, Woods failed to convert a

15-foot birdie on the 14th — from
about the same spot where lohnson
had earlier made birdie — and hit
into the water on the 15th going for
the green in two. Trying to put pressure on Immelnian, Woods missed
a 5-foot birdie on the 13th, threeputted for bogey on the 11th and
didn't convert birdie opportunities
on the next two holes.
But neither fohnson nor
Immelman were handed anything.

lohnson closed with a 69, matchtag the best score of the final round,
and won from the third-to-last
group. Immelman faced additional pressure of playing in the final
group sleeping on a one-shot lead.
He shot 75, the highest final-round
by a Masters champion since
Arnold Palmer in 1962, but it is
worth noting a couple of things.
The average score Sunday was
74.7, the highest for a final round at
the Masters in nine wars. And for
most of the back nine. Immelman
was headed toward the largest
margin of victory since Woods in
1997 (a record 12 shots) until a mistake he could afford, hitting his tee
shot into the water on the 16di fora
double bogey.
So it was a three-shot victory, and
it still puts Immelman in some fast
company. In the last 10 years, the
only players to win by dial margin
in a major were Woods, lim Furyk.
I )avid I Xival and Vijay Singh.

America's Favorite Dragapella Beautyshop Quartet

The Kinsey Sicks
Tuesday, April 15, 8:00pm
Multi-purpose room
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
"Outrageous, marvelous, hilarious...
ther're golden-throated vocalists who defy categorization"
■Chicago Tribune
"One of the more uniquely original (and thoroughly fun
and entertaining) acts we have encountered in years..."
-Billboard Magazine

WEISS
From Paqe 9
that Weiss lead the University's
100th Anniversary Celebration
in 2010. He also asked if Weiss
could author a history of women's basketball at BG.
He dutifully accepted both.
"I thought. 'You couldn't find
two things that I would enjoy
more here in retirement,'"
Weiss said.
But perhaps he spoke too
soon.
This past winter, Weiss contacted Kevin Shields of the
Office of Sports Information,
and asked if he might need a
PA announcer. Shields, who has
numerous other duties to take
care of this season, including
PA work, gladly accepted the
offer for someone to share the
burden in the press box.
Weiss has been able to use
prior experience in broadcasting with WBCilJ-TV's programs,
"Timeout" and "Northwest Ohio
Journal," along with radio work
with WBGU-FM when he was
a student.
Those experiences helped
shape his voice into one of the
most recognizable around
campus this spring.
"No doubt about it," said
Falcon baseball coach Danny
Schmitz. "It sounds like he's
worked at Major League parks

TENNIS
From Page 9
of the season.
"It's great because I work hard
throughout the season trying
to not only make myself better,
but to get my team ready to be
at the best level they can be."
said Harrison about her win
after being out of the lineup for
most of the year.
"I've always tried to be prepared because you never know
what's going to happen."
While the Falcons did get
swept by the Redllavvks in
singles action. Dean said the
match was a lot closer than the
score indicated as two of the
matches went to a third set and
one came down to a tiebreaker
in the second.
The two matches that went lo

RUGBY
From Page 9
17-0 lead.
later in the half. Scott Wallace
scored on a try from the 25 yard
line, and, after two more kicks
from Nick Viviani, made it 27
- nothing. It was clear that the
route was on. The perfect example of Michigan pure inability
to stop the Falcons came in the
second half, when Bryce Pitney
broke the tackles of three separate Michigan defenders on his
way in for the score.
After another Nick Viviani conversion and a successful penalty
kick try, the Falcons had cemented
their lead at 47.
Even before this dominant performance against the Wolverines,
the boys in orange ami brown had
received a bit of good news.
Following a loss by Air Force
the previous weekend, Bowling
Green had moved to no.3 in the

"This has just been
wonderful for me this
season to stay close
to baseball, which is
what I enjoy doing."
Larry Weiss | PA announcer
with that voice. He's very professional and really good at what
he does up there for us."
Besides the way he sounds
inside the press box, there is
another element Schmitz feels
Weiss possesses that adds to
the atmosphere at Steller Field
this season.
"When you thinkof BGSU, you
think of 1-arry Weiss." Schmitz
said. "He's been a Falcon for a
long time and has a great support of athletics. I le's also just a
tremendous baseball fan."
The passion for his work
above the diamond is highly
evident to anyone around Weiss
on game day, even his wife.
"This has just been wonderful for me this season to
stay close to baseball, which
is what I enjoy doing," Weiss
said. "My wife says, 'I always
know when you're going over
there because you have a big
smile on your face.'"

u

Libby
Harrison
Picked up two
doubles wins and
a singles win

a third set were lakupcin's firstflight match with Anastasia
Dracheva and Babina's thirdf I ight match with I ,eda I'esatova.
lakupcin lost the third set. (i-0.
while Babina lost, 6-3.
Nussbaum's match at the
fourth flight went to a second
set tiebreaker. Nussbaum lost
the tiebreaker, 7-3.
The Falcons will play their
final regular season game this
Saturday as WMII comes to
town on Senior Day. The match
will begin at 1 p.m. at the BG
tennis complex.

nation, behind only Californiaand
Brigham Young. The tram's record
for the entire year now stands at
an outstanding 47-3. with one loss
attributed to each team, a. b and c.
The B squad also put on a dominant performance on Saturday,
blanking the Wolverines 43-0. The
squad spread the points around,
and, as was the case with the
first game, made the Michigan
offense look more discouraged
than a Wolverine football fan at an
Appalachian State gams,
The falcon C squad, while not
in quite as dominating of style, still
managed to once again blank the
Wolverines, winning 10-0.
Next up for t he Falcons is a sweet
l(i match up with Kut/town Slate
this Saturday in Albuquerque,
New Mexico. Another impressive performance for the Falcons
this weekend will land them in
California on March 3rd for the
national championship — a perfectly obtainable goal.

"The hottest ticket in townvoices sweet as birdsong"
-New York Times
"Gut-wrenchingly funny...
pitch-perfect a capella harmonies
-The Advocate

For more infromation
contact us: myuaoObgsu.edu
419-372-2486

Today BGSU dorm residents have a telephone in their
rooms for unlimited personal use. However, prior to
1965. there was a time limit stating that "no phone calls
could last more than..." >
a. I m njtes
b. 5 minutes
c. 7 minutes
d. 10 minutes

sajnuiuj c q iawsue

Check out The BG News Facebook page Friday.
Answer all five questions for your chance
fo win prizes and recognition!
i
Trampolina (Chris Dilley) | Tnxie (Jeff Mananat) | Winnie (Irwin Keller) |

Rachel (Ben Schatz)

Each issue has a question and answei for Friday s quiz.

SUMMER LEASES NOW AVAILABLE!
GREFJV BRIAR, INC.

445 Fast YVoosterSt. • 352-0717
Hvm.t, i niilu iai Kiiilals.cnni
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After 2 days on defense over
'bitter' comments, Obama
turns tables on Clinton
By Beth Fouhy
The Associated Press

STEELTON, Pa. — Democrat
liai.uk Obama lashed out
Sunday at rival Hillary Rodham
Clinton, mocking her vocal support for gun rights and saying
her record in the Senate and as
first lady belied her stated commitment to working class voters
and their concerns.
"She knows better. Shame on
her. Shame on her," Obama told
an audience at a union hull here.
The Illinois senator has spent
three days on the defensive
after comments he made at a
San Francisco fundraiser were
disclosed that suggested working class people are bitter about
their economic circumstances
and "cling to guns and religion"
as a result.
Obama reiterated his regret
for his choice of words at the
fundraiser but suggested they
had been twisted and mischaracterized. He said hed expected
blowback from CiOP nomineein-wairing John McCain, but had
been "a little disappointed" to lx'
criticized by Clinton.
Then, laughing along with the
union audience, Obama noted
that Clinton seemed much more
interested in guns since he made
his comments than she had in
the past.
"She is running around talking about how this is an insult
to sportsmen, how she values
the Second Amendment. She's
talking like she's Annie Oakley,"
Obama said, invoking the famed
female sharpshooter immortalized in the musical "Annie Gel
Your Gun.*
Henmtinucd:"HillaryClinlon
is out there like she's on the
duck blind even.' Sunday. She's
packing a six-shooter. Come
on. she knows better. That's
some politics being played by

Hillary Clinton."
Clinton has told campaign

Tuesday.April 15.2008 IT

McCai n seen as
ent
despite conservative voting
By Libby Qu.id
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The independent label sticks to John
McCain because he antagonizes fellow Republicans and likes
to work with Democrats.
Another label applies to his
actual record: conservative.
The likely Republican presidential nominee is much more
conservative than many voters realize. McCain leans to the
right on issue after issue.
The four-term Arizona senator, a longtime member of the
Armed Services Committee,
criticized the earlier handling
of the war but has been a crucial in increasing and maintaining U.S. forces in Iraq.
Besides the war. McCain
agrees broadly with Bush and
other conservatives on:
-Abortion. McCain promises
to appoint judges who are likely
to limit the reach of the Hoe
v. Wade decision that legalized
abortion. But he said once, in
1999, that Roe v. Wade should
not be overturned. But that was

MAHY ALTAFFEB

SO INDEPENDENT?: Republican presidential candidate. Sen. John McCain. R-Ariz..
speak to reporters at Dallas Love Field Friday. April 11 in Dallas The independent label sticks
to John McCain because he antagonizes fellow Republicans and likes to work with Democrats.

an aberration in an otherwise
unbroken record of opposing
abortion rights for women
-Gay rights. McCain opposes
gay marriage. True, he does not
support a federal ban on gay
marriage on grounds the issue
traditionally lias been decided
by slates. But McCain worked
to ban gay marriage in Arizona.
I le also supports the "don't ask.

don't tell" policy, and opposed
legislation to protect gay people
from job discrimination.
-Gun control. McCain voted
against a ban on assault-style
weapons and lor shielding gun
makers and dealers from civil
suits. I le did vote to require
background checks at gun
shows, but generally sides with
the National Rille Association.

JtfCHONG I APPHOIO

DELUXE

ON THE DEFENSIVE: Democratic presidential hopeful. Sen Barack Obama. ML speaks
during a labor gathering in Steelton. Pa. on Sunday.

audiences that she supports
the rights of hunters. Saturday,
she reminisced about learning
to shoot on family vacations in
Srramon. where her father grew
up. She's ulso said she once shot
a duck in Arkansas, where she
served as first lady.
Clinton, who is trailing
Obama in the popular vote and
pledged delegates, has pounded Obama since Friday, when
audio from his San Francisco
appearance was posted on The
lluffington Post Web site. She
hoped the comments might
give her a new opening to
court working-class Democrats
less than 10 days before the
Pennsylvania primary on April
22, which she needs win to keep
her campaign going.
At the San Francisco fundraiser. Obama tried to explain his

[

troubles in winning over some
working-class voters, saying they
have become frustrated with economic conditions: "It's not surprising, then, they get bitter, they
cling to guns or religion or antipathy to people who aren't like them
or anti-immigrant sentiment or
anti-trade sentiment as a way to
explain their frustrations."
Campaigning in Scranton on
Sunday, Clinton denounced
those remarks yet again as
"elitist and divisive" and suggested they would alienate voters in Pennsylvania and other
states holding primaries in the
coming weeks.
"Senator Obama has not
owned up to what he said
and taken accountability for
it," she told reporters during
an informal news conference
outside a home.

451 FrazeeAve

> GRLENBRIAR, INC.
Close to Campus
$825/mo + utilities
for 3 people
419-352-0717

lath Apartments
Microwaves
Dishwasher
Plenty of Parking
Air Conditioning
FREE Internet

www.greenbriarrentals.com
445

E

WOOSTER

BOWLING

GREEN.

OH

43402
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FREE MOVIES

Benefits of the Job

Perferred Candidates

• Real World Experience

• Sophomore in Business or IPC

• Resume Builder

• Juniors will also be considered

• Pay based on commission

• Own transportation

• Flexible hours

• Detailed oriented

UAO Spring 2008
Movie Schedule

• Fun atmosphere

• Interested in an advertising

The BG News has fall openings for qualified
lents to work in part-time selling.

Got Sweet Skills?

3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS

or sales career

THE BG NEWS
Job is for you
Great experience for students

To Call Your Own!
QUIET LIVING
FOR GRADUATE AND FAMILY LIVING
•Come in & pick up a brochure of our listings
.Many houses and apartments
.Huge selection of 1,2 & 3 bedroom
housing and efficiencies!

ALL MOVIES ARE SHOWN IN THE
BOWEN THOMPSON STUDENT UNION THEATER
AT 9:30PM

OFFBEAT

12.TuBday.Apnl1S.2008

Becoming
a diamond
in the rough
at jewelry school
By D.irr.-ll Smith
MCT
SACRAMENTO. Calif. — As
jewelers struggled to fill their
employment ranks with newtalent in the late 1970s, Dee Rouse
Iluth spotted an opportunity in
their frustration.
"I'd ask. 'How do you find Jewelers when you need them?"'
Iluth recalled. "They said, "You
don't."
Iluth decided to link her passion for jewelry design with a
career In teaching, founding the
California Institute of Jewelry
Training in Carmichacl.
"Truly encouraging people
to 'Do something you love and
success will follow." and encouraging those who think a trade
or career is not enough to get by
in this world of ours is truly an
opportunity."
In the Sacramento area, she
said, apprentice jewelers start at
about SI2 an hour, while experienced jewelers can earn upwards
olSWMiOOayear.
Fernando Leon, a 2002 graduate, has worked as a jeweler lor
Nan-Den Gems in lairfield,
Calif., for six years. The 41-yearold Winters resident had worked
in trash disposal for Davis until
sufferinga back injury in 2001.
Leon started from the ground
up at the institute, learning the
basics of soldering, stone setting
and sizing, and the hard work
paid off almost instantly. NanDen scooped Leon up a week
after graduation day.
"I or me, it was one week. I finished school one week and got
the job the next week," Leon said.
The school provides a pipeline
of jewelry talent here and abroad.
They rea mix of high school graduates looking for a creative career
track; stay-at-home parents; and
individuals embarking on a second career.

OFFBEAT
BRIEF
Chewing tobacco
might have saved
cashier's life
DESMOINES.Iowa(AP)-A
cigarette store cashier has snuffed out
a robbery.
Police said a masked man flashed a
knife at the Cigarette Outlet on Friday
and forced one employee to the floor,
then demanded money from another
worker. Ruth Wright
Instead of cash. Wright threw two
cans of chewing tobacco at the robber,
and one hit him in the face.
Officers said a customer then tackled
the man. but the robber broke free
and bolted out the door A cashier.
Kittie Peacock said the store had been
robbed at least once before

CHECK IT OUT

419-372-6977

In Inl
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Campus Events
BGSU Kenya 5K Run
Date 4/19/2008
Call: 419-378-1357
email dgekond@bgsu edu
lawreon@bgsu edu

Lost/Found
LOST DIGITAL CAMERA at Perry
Field House, meeting room
Belongs to child (4191575-3423

• Counseling
• Pregnancy Support
• Adoption Information
• Limited Ultrasounds
• Material Assistance
Reliable information on all options
Supportive and professional.
Please call for an appointment

441 Frazee 419.354.4673
www.bgpc.oig
M-Tti (10-5). Fri (10-1)
8G shuttle otl campus north route or
wrttnn walking distance'

brought to you by
com

Personals
Lose weight like crazy
Burns fat. block cravings 8 boosts
energy All natural, super easy
Call (440)339-1324

Help Wanted

Pt. time gymnastics coach for BG
Gymnastics Academy. Beginner
classes thru team. Previous coaching exp pref Call (419)575-4359
Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarClub.com

'

400 Counselors/Instructors needed!
Coed summer camps in Poconos PA
Call 800-488-4321 www Iphikgn com
Belmont Country Club.Perrysburg
Energetic & outgoing student needed
to work in Golt Shop and help
sell/display merchandise, talk/
interact with members, answer
phone, assist professional staff, etc.
NO GOLF EXPERIENCE NEEOED!
$8* an hour, clothing/cash bonus.
VERY flexible schedule. FUN JOB!
Call (419)666-1472

* 3 bdrm. available in August
' 1 or 2 bdrm. avail. Mayor August
For more info call 419-354-9740
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Earn cash for your opinions.
We pay S15.00-S125.00 per survey
Cash20pinion.com

li

■

IBARTENDING! up to S300/day. No
exp necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.
Direct Care Openings! Do you have
what it takes to assist persons with
MR/DD with daily living skills in a
group home setting? Full time, part
time, & Sub positions available.
$8.50 -$13 18/hr based on exp Positions require High School Diploma or
GED and valid drivers license & acceptable driving record. Obtain application at Wood County Board ol
MR/DD. 11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd
Bowling Green, Ent. B, Mon-Fri,
8am-4:30pm or download from
www.woodlaneresidential.org.
E.O.E.
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For Rent

I lie lid \.«s will IHII knowingly accept
idveftiMlMntl thai discriminate m
t'lKouidgt- ill <*'11 mi nation agaimi ID) liuli
m1ii.ll HI Kioup on 1I11* basis ol rare. »»,
' iHlgton. national origin, sftti.il
orientation dhaMlli) iiatus M a mma
01 on the bull ol an) othei lunik pro

The Daily Crossword Fix

Get Paid To Play Video Games!
Earn $20-5100 to test and play new
video games www.videogamepay

Classified Ads

• Pregnancy Tests
• Post Abortion Counseling

Help Wanted

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Buttress
Infield covers
Organ of equilibrium
Dubuque man
Poker statement
-de-France
Dress shirt part
Roman gods
Brings out
Floating mountain
Take off
Curly's cohort
Scientologist Hubbard
Singer Carter
Zoomed
Actor Cronyn
Magic bullet
"Return of the Jedi" cotters
French friend
Watch the kids
Humor
Mediterranean republic
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Wise oft
Ginger cookie
Statesman Waldheim
Novelist Lofts
Thespian group
Long period
Blake of "Gunsmoke"
Gangster "Dutch"
Interrogate after a mission
Sen. group
Investor's option
Thumbs up for John Glenn
Bogged down
January in Leon
Map dir.
Invite
Hamlet and Ophelia

1 bdrm apt for summer subls Avail
May 10 S370 mo. plus gas & elec
Will pay portion of cost.
513-602-0810
1 bdrm. apt in Univ. Courts Fully
turn w/ central air & cable incld May
thru Aug. $1815.00. Contact Brittany
(216)280-3485 Serious inquires only
2 bdrm turn apt 724 6th 8 705 7th
S750/summer Fall-I yr lease, $510
mo. Free water, sewer, gas & cable.
(419)494-8208
2 rooms in N Baltimore $350 each
per month, includes utilities.
Call (419)257-7078
4-5 bdrm.. 2 bath house on Clough
$1500 month plus utilities
(419)340-2500
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$5.00 Meal

"08-09 S.Y. Houses. Apts & Rms
729 4th St 4 bdrm C/A, W/D
311 E. Reed 3 bdrm also 1S2 bdrms
few summer only leases
see Cartyrentals.com
Call (419)353-0325 9am - 9pm

1 bdrm 854 8th St $410 per mo +
elec. Available now or Aug. No pets.
I419I392-3354

45 The Knack hit,
"My _■
47 Falling-blocks game
49 Walked leisurely
50 Senate sessions
station
51 Respond to
53 Alabama city
55 "Separate Tables"
star
56 Tractor man
57 Bushy dos
59 Capital of Peru
60 Bygone bird
63 Part of IRA

ANSWERS
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" Female subleaser needed
May-Aug 521 Pike St, S300/month
.util Call 440-668-6067

07 - 08 S Y 3 bdrm. house avail
6/1/08 3 bdrm house avail 8/15/08
S275 per person . util Close to
BGSU Off st pkg. AC/WD
1 bdrm. effic. avail 8/15/08S375 plus
util. Close to BGSU Off st pkg..(urn.
I rm effic avail 8/15/08 S290 plus
util Close to BGSU Oft st pkg Part
turn 419-601-3225.

M [ X 11 A N GRILL

Two-footed animal
Esther of "Good Times
Expect
Waterfall
Tempt
Twitches
Sawbones' org.
Relative degree
Puts
Roy Rogers at birth
Duck product
Olds model
Period in power
Cornell's town
Muffed
Gary Collins' Mobley
Small lumps
Touch tenderly
Son of Noah
Ms. Thurman
Soda fountain treat
Old gas
Spectra maker
Gas additive letters
Saloon
Middle East nation
Ballerina garb

Special Today! —
Includes entree and drink
Offer Valid 4/15 08
Must Prwient Coupon
(NOT VALID W OTHER Of FERS)

MEXICAN GRILL

Bowling Green
129 S. Main St.

419.353.7200

Tel: 419.353.7200
Fax: 419.354.7206

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

2 subleasers needed University
Court apt. 2 bdrms. $290 mo
May-Aug (419)367-0041

426 E Wooster. Lg t bedroom
Avail Fall. 2008 $450 month
Utilities included (419)352-5882

Summer Subleaser * S275/month
Scott Hamilton
(937)238-9248

704 FIFTH STREET
2 bdrm. turn. Summer or Fall
(419)352-3445 9 to 9

Lg house, very nice, 4 bdrm . 2 bath
AC. WD. 2 blks from campus 421 S
College Aug. 08-Aug 09 Please
call (419)352-9392

1 bdrm apt. across from campus
Avail May or Aug 1 yr lease $350
plus util (419)897-5997
3 bdrm houses 404 S College'
S600 per month, plus utilities.
Available Aug 419-352-4850
3 bedroom. 2 1/2 bath house
127 Georgia
(419)308-2457
4 bdrm ,11/2 bath. May to May. A/
C, D/W, W/D, S1400 & dep & util
312 N Enterprise 419-836-7674 or
419-360-6060

Nice 3 bdrm apt melds 3 car
garage below New W/D. no pets,
max occup 3 people Avail May
419-354-8146 or 419-601-0781

AVAIL AUG 15.2008 1 bdrm apt
2 bdrm house & 3 bdrm house.
Close to campus (419)308-2458

Pet Friendly!
Free Heat' Free Water!
Varsity Square (419) 353-7715

Filling up fast for Fall 08
Copper Beech
419-353-3300
12 month leases starting May 2008
613 5th-2 to 3 BR House
$650 * util
837 3rd - 3 BR Duplex
$870 • util
402 1/2 E Court- 1 BR Apt.
$335 * util
Smith Apt Rentals
419-352-8917
Lg 3 bedrm., 2 bathrm. house for
rent on E. Reed Ave. avail. Jan. 1.
Oft st pkg . W/D, & a 5 min walk to
campus $1100 ♦ util
(513)226-9588

Subleaser Needed! May-Aug. Will
pay half May rent. Private bathrm ,
free internet & cable $275 mo Copper Beech Call (419)551-4214 or
email richmam@bgsu.edu
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave.
Office open 10-2M-F
www.bgapartments.com
Summit Hill 414/418 S Summit St.
2+ bedroom. A/C. garage, washer/
dryer Spacious. Remodeled.
Call 419-354-6036

f 709 5th Street ^
APARTMENTS

as*
2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
S535/month Full Year Lease
For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
www.bowtlnggreen-apts.com

Preferred
Properties Co.
Sign a laate hi April ami racalva
$50 OFF one month's
rant with this a J
pet tenant-not valtO towards security deposit)
Find A Place To Call Home
pre te'redp'opertie sco. com

MAKE YOUR NOME IT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts
Ptedmow Apis -Renovated"
Updated BVchwood (small pel allowed)
Mini Mall Apts (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses
OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri: 8-5
Sit: 10-2
530 S. Maple St.

419-352-9378

